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OPERATION SHOVELLER

This article was compiled by Noel Nash and I would like to thank him for the time
and effort that he has put into preparing it. I was going to publish Op Shoveller in the
January to March 2021 edition of the Newsletter but, having considered that most of
the Operational time took place through the month of October 1970 and felt that it
would be more appropriate to publish it now as a Supplement.

OPERATION SHOVELLER – 50 YEARS ON – SEPTEMBER TO
NOVEMBER 1970
Operation Shoveller was an International medical relief operation carried out at the
request of the Jordanian Government. King Hussein had appealed for help following
the hijacking of Civil Airliners by the PLO to Dawson’s Field in Amman. What
followed was an all-out assault on the Hashemite Kingdom by the PLO, who wanted
to oust the King and take over Jordan. The bloody Civil War, known as Black
September, cost over 5000 lives and many thousands injured. Large areas of
Amman and other Towns were destroyed. Eventually the Army won, and the PLO
expelled to Beirut. The UK, USA, Sweden, Norway, France and Russia (!!!)
responded to the Kings appeal with Medical support. The UK element was a diverse
grouping, known as “Ferrie Force”. It comprised of:
•
•
•
•
•

A Command element from HQ 3 Division under the Command of the
Divisional ADMS, Colonel Sandie Ferrie L/RAMC (Later Brigadier)
A 50 bedded element of 2 Field Hospital RAMC.
C Section 19 Airportable Field Ambulance RAMC
3 Division Field Hygiene Section.
A Platoon of The Prince of Wales's Own Regiment of Yorkshire from Cyprus.

Signals detachments from:
•
•
•
•

14 Signal Regiment,
30 Signal Regiment,
262 Signal Squadron
Elements of 38 Group RAF, including MAMS, Aeromed and ATLO.

The Force deployed from the United Kingdom to Cyprus on 21 September 1970 and
entered Jordan between the 27th and 30th of September. It withdrew from Jordan
just over a month later on 1st and 2nd of November 1970. The experience of the Field
Hospital is well documented in the first three Links below. The other two Links are
US Documents which give some insight into how dangerous, geo-politically, the
Jordanian Civil War was and how easily it could have destabilised the region. The
activity of the Field Hospital is well documented; however, the role of C Section 19
Field Ambulance is less well known. The following is a brief, abridged, snapshot of
our adventures.
On the 18th September 1970, our Section, C Section, 19 Field Ambulance were on
Spearhead when it was activated. (Capt Mike Heugh MO, Sgt Alex Leslie, Cpl
Pete Perrow, Dixie Dean?, Jock Purdon, Dinger Bell, Chris Parry, Lcpl Alex
Sinski, Pte Johnson, Sean?? our Spearhead Cook, myself and 5 others whose
names escape me) We were rapidly processed through the Devizes Movement
Control Check Point (MCCP), then straight to RAF Lyneham, where, with our
Vehicles, we were quickly airborne for Cyprus. Over the coming days most of “Ferrie
Force” arrived from the UK. After a period of “hurry up and wait” we eventually set off

for Jordan on the 27th September 1970, in 3 RAF Hercules. After a tactical airlanding at the battle-damaged Amman Airport, the Crabs immediately departed and
left us to our fate. Miraculously the Military Attaché appeared and briefed us on our
move to the partly built King Hussein Military Hospital. For the next hours we were
on our own, apart from the lead element of Med Branch 3 Div. From memory the
Signals Detachments and 3 Division Hygiene Section arrived over the next 12 hours.
Two US Army Hospitals, their Operation Fig Hill, moved into the same location from
the 27th onwards.
After we had set up in the Hospital forecourt, we were tasked back to the Airfield to
triage some 30 injured refugee children, all had horrific injuries, many days old
Phosphorous Burns. Eventually, after triage, we managed to get them evacuated to
Beirut. They were just collateral damage in a bloody Civil War, an epitome of “Man’s
inhumanity to Man”. After the Field Hospital arrived, our MO, Mike Heugh, was
seconded to the Hospital and our Section Sgt, Alex Leslie, found himself a job in the
Cookhouse!!! Pete Perrow became our Section Boss and Major Des Connolly, who
was the SO2 Med, our tasking Officer.
Our tasks were varied, surreal and risky. At times we could have been held hostage
or worse and possibly not missed for days, such was our role. A routine task was to
meet the daily resupply Herc from Cyprus, offload the CSSD and other urgent
medical items for the Hospital; we also helped Aid Agencies offload relief supplies
from UK charities. Around the 30th of September we accompanied the Military
Attaché to the Irbid, Ramtha, Jerash Triangle where the Jordanian 40th Armoured
Brigade, supported by Hawker Hunters, had routed and virtually destroyed a Syrian
Armoured Division invading Jordan. The plain was littered with wrecked Syrian
Armoured Vehicles and the Attaché wanted photos of the carnage for UK
Intelligence purposes.
As the days went by, we collected casualties locally from Amman City and as far
afield as Jerash, Zarqa, Ramtha and Irbid. Our Jerash mission was scary as the
PLO, holed up in the Roman ruins, blamed the UK for all the ills in the World. We
delivered casualties, whose injuries had been untreated for days, to our own or the
US and French Field Hospitals. On one occasion we were just about to enter the
British Embassy, to deliver Med Stores, when the PLO, fired in our direction (Not
necessarily at us) from a Block of Flats some 400 yards away. Immediately a
Jordanian Army Centurion Tank, parked astride the roundabout, fired its ranging Gun
at the Flats, followed by a HESH Round. End of PLO machine Gun, a huge hole in
the side of the Flats and a demonstration of a real “Shoot to Kill” policy.
Throughout the deployment a ceasefire was supposedly in place however it was
repeatedly broken and the sound of gun battles, in the near/middle distance, became
an almost daily occurrence. We had visits from King Hussein and his lovely Queen
and guarded by Soldiers, totally loyal to him. The US Army Medics became our
“Bestest” friends as they had an abundance of “tradeable” goodies!!! We enjoyed
working with old mates from 1 PWO. They had been our neighbours in Roman
Barracks prior to moving to Cyprus and a couple of us had served alongside them in
Aden. We developed a deep cynicism for the “Suits” from the Geneva HQ of the
International Red Cross, who commuted daily from Cyprus in a private Jet and in our
view contributed little to the alleviation of suffering. As good squaddies we never

missed the opportunity for a “scam” and used our innate “make do and mend” skills,
coupled with US Army gullibility, to enhance our living/sleeping area in the basement
of the partly completed Hospital.
During our time in Jordan we witnessed horrific scenes and injuries, which we coped
with in our own way. It is only much later that they tend to intrude uninvited, as many
on here will know. At the end of Op Shoveller we were presented with a Medal by
King Hussein, which we were not allowed to wear, even though the deployment
more than met the “Risk and Rigour” criteria. We left our Section Kit for the
Jordanians and returned to Colchester via Cyprus. Back in Roman Way Camp we
got rifted over our Hair and billed, gleefully, by the RQ for personal kit we had lost
along the way! After a strange and challenging deployment, this brought us back to
reality with a bang. No counselling or decompression in those days.
Finally, I must say that Brigadier Sandie Ferrie was an exceptional Commander, Billy
Austin was superb as RSM and the entire UK medical team highly professional and
a great credit to our calling. IAF.
The following which are associated with Operation Shoveller are appended below:
The Deployment and Task of 2 Field Hospital RAMC written by Commanding
Officer Lieutenant-Colonel T. M. GOODALL, M.B., Ch.B., RAMC
Operation Shoveller - The Surgical Commitment of 2 Field Hospital RAMC
Major NA BOYD MBBS, FRCS (Eng & Ed), DTM&H, RAMC
Royal Herbert Hospital, Woolwich.
Major AK DAVIES MBBS, DTM&H RAMC
The Queen Alexandra Military Hospital, Millbank.
Surgery in Cyprus written by Lieutenant-Colonel N. G. KIRBY, OBE, MB, FRCS,
RAMC Consultant Surgeon, British Military Hospital, Dhekelia.
Anaesthesia in Jordan written by Major N. A. BARRY, LRCP & S l, RAMC
Royal Herbert Hospital, Woolwich (The comments by Major Barry on his novel use
of Ketamine are interesting! Little did he know that 50 years later that same lifesaving drug would kill 3 Students in an English University!)
Army Health Aspects written by Lieutenant-Colonel I. C. FRASER, MB, ChB,
DPH, DtH, DTM&H, RAMC - Deputy Assistant Director of Army Health,
Headquarters, South West District.
US Joint Military Contributions to Countering Syria's 1970 Invasion of Jordan
Jordan’s Black September 1970 was published on the Association for
Diplomatic Studies & Training website which can be read by going to:
https://adst.org/2015/07/jordans-black-september1970/?fbclid=IwAR2SXAgVl_bscgu0YsaVVwLo102cKv6h_OcWTg6SZAiPOrYCEw8
MOTmrGks

3rd Div Fd Hyg Sect RAMC
L to R: Pte C Brady, Cpl P Lally, Cpl R Brookes, WO1 A Jones, Sgt B Towersley, Spr I Nicholl RE,
Cpl C Heath, LCpl W McLaughlin RE

HQ 3rd Div - Maj DP Connolly & W02 A Cook
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PRESS CUTTINGS

Signal from CDS of 05100Z NOV

Congratulatory Signal from HM Ambassador Amman 100945Z NOV

Telegram received from HM Ambassador and transferred into Signal Format and
sent 101130Z NOV

OPERAliON

SHOVELLER

THE DEPLOYMENT AND TASK OF 2 FIELD HOSPITAL, R.A.M.C.
Lieutenant-Colonel T. M. GOODALL, M.B., Ch.B., R.A.M.C.
Commanding Officer
SUMMARY: The mounting, deployment and function of a 50 bedded element of2 Field
Hospital when used to provide medical relief to a civil power are described.
The problems associated with the physical movement of stores and equipment are
discussed and a plea is made for the introduction of palletisation and for independent
transport. Comment on and recommendations for im provement are made in relation to
the establishment and the equipment.
Introduction
Operation Shoveller was a medical relief operation carried out at the request of the
Jordanian Government. It was carried out by a composite team with the code-name of
, Ferrie Force' and comprisedA small command element from 3 Division under the command of Colonel
A. M. Ferrie.
A 50 bedded element of 2 Field Hospital, R.A.M.C.,
One section of 19 Field Ambulance, R.A.M.C.
J Division Field Hygiene Section.

1\ detachment of The Prince of Wales's Own Regiment of Yorkshire from
Cyprus.
Signals detach1Uents from 14 Signal Regiment, 30 Signal Regiment, 262 Signal
Squadron and 38 Group Support Unit, R.A.F.
The Force was deployed from the United Kingdom to Cyprus on 21 September 1970
and .entered Jordan on 30 September; it withdrew from Jordan one month later on 1 and,
2 November.
2 Field Hospital
The unit has a War Establishment of 169 all.ranks and is maintained in peace time
at a cadre strength of approximately 40. The cadre is capable of rapid expansion to a 50
bedded hospital with a staff of 70 personnel by Category I re-inforcements who are.
nominated froJ,ll hospitals within Southern Command for periods of stand-by of six
months duration and are on seven days availability. They are required to train with the
unit in the field at the beginning of each period of stand-by, and here it should be stated
that the success of the whole operation and particularly its mounting and the subsequent
setting up of the hospital, owed more to this period of familiarisation and integration
than to any other single factor. Category II re-inforcements required to bring the unit
to War Establishment are also nominated from units in the United Kingdom and are on
a similar period of stand-by and availability. They are not however required to train
with the hospital or perhaps more correctly, have not been required to train until now.
During the recent operation in Jordan this element was mobilised in Thornhill Barracks,
,
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Aldershot but in the event they 'Yere never deployed. However, valuable lessons were
learned and the need for those re-inforcements to carry out training was established.
All the hospital mobilisation equipment is maintained packed tactically by departments and in operational priorities. On familiarisation exercises it is this actual equipment which is used and here again the value of using such mobilisation equipment cannot
be over emphasised. So many of the National teams in Jordan were hampered in setting
up and running their hospitals by lack of knowledge of what equipment they had, and
lack of familiarity with that equipment once it was unpacked. Provisional manifests are
also maintained by departments in order that compilation of actual manifests, once air
loading tables are known, will be easier.
The unit-even at 50 bed strength-is entirely self supporting with its own .
generators, tentage and kitchens. It has, however, only sufficient transport for domestic
purposes and requires additional transport to move. There is no palletisation; all
equipment being manhandled in bundles and boxes.
Mounting and movement

Mounting of Category I re-inforcements in the United Kingdom went extremely
smoothly, and despite the seven day availability and the warning of stand-by being givenat 1100 hours on a Sunday morning, the entire team was successfully· assembled in
Thornhill Barracks by 1900 hours that evening. In an attempt to become airborne, before
the decision to go was reversed, I rather over estimated our capability and agreed to an
estimated time of'departure from Thornhill Barracks of 1100 hours next morning. In
retrospect this proved to be the only real error made during the operation as we 'found
ourselves preparing manifests during the night as vehicles were being loaded. On arrival
at Devizes, although the manifests were correctfor the Chalks, the four-ton vehicles were
not so loaded and hence a considerable amount of re-organisation of freight was necessary. That 54,000 pounds of freight was so re-organised with minimal delay in aircraft
timing is indeed a tribute to the skill and willingness of the control staff at the Military
Control and Check Point (M.C.C.P.), Devizes. We plan in future to have predetermined
.' 4ton loads by departments and in priorities to meet these manifests and have no doubt
that with this a response time of under twenty-four hours is possible.
I have 'already stated that we require vehicles in order to move and that the unit is
not palletised. The sequence of events, therefore, was as follows-we loaded 54,000
pounds weight of freight on to four-ton vehicles in'Thornhill-off-loaded at Devizesre-loaded andoffcloaded at Lyneham on to C 130 (Hercules) aircraft. On reaching Cyprus
we off-loaded to a hanger at Akrotiri, prepared new manifests for new aircraft, C44s,
Argosys and Hercules and on-loaded nine days later. On reaching Amman we off-loaded
into tell-ton vehicles supplied by the Jordanians and moved to the King Hussein Military
Hospital in Wadi Sir. It is of interest to compare this with the American situation; they
loaded their stores on to their own vehicles in Germany and drove those same vehicles
off the aircraft and then to the King H ussein Military Hospital. Not only does the move~
ment: of freight in vehicles save a tremendous amount of physical labour and clerical
effort.in the preparation of new manifests, but it appears much tidier in the eyes of the
beholder at the other end and because it so reduces the time the aircraft is grounded
. would permit the use of an airport which was not necessarily totally secure. I am
convinced of the requirement to deploy in this manner in a relief role, and would like to
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think it would be possible also in a military role. A shuttle service from air-head to
location is not really the answer and either the Royal Air Force are going to be unhappy
at the length of time they are grounded or we are going to have to wait a long time to
get in. While it is agreed that pelletisation would go part of the way to solving the
problem it will not, in my opinion, be the whole answer.
Period in Cyprus
We arrived in Akrotiri during the early hours and morning of Tuesday, 22 September
and were made welcome and were very comfortably accommodated in the Royal Air
Force station sick quarters during our eight days stay.
After Colonel Ferrie's departure to Amman on the 23rd it fell to Major D. P.
ConnoUy R.A.M.C. and myself to represent the Force at conferences held in NEARELF
Headqliarters, Episkopi. We were grateful indeed to ha~e this opportunity as it gave us
invaluable insight into the work involved in mounting even a relatively small operation
of this kind and the flexiBility of plan required to meet a constantly changing requirement.
To take the events of 27/28 September as an example-the conference at NEARELF
.Headquarters on the morning of the 27th was making final preparations for our move to
Jordan, but by mid-morning a signal was received suggesting that the force would not
enter Jordan and that patients would instead be flown to Cyprus. Because of this arrangements were made to mobilise the British Military Hospital, Dhekelia to receive up
to 250 casualties. On the morning of the 28th the plan had again changed and the force
was to deploy to Jordan next day, but at 1900 hours that evening the whole relief role was
suddenly changed from medical teams to food supplies in terms of priority. At lunch
time the following day I was asked to fly to Amman to meet Colonel Ferrie and on
arrival there mid-afternoon was immediately informed that the. green light was on and
that we were required to be in Amman with all equipment and stores by first light the
following morning. A cease fire had been declared some thirty-six hours before, but the
intermittent crackle of machine gun fire around the airport suggested that so far this was
incomplete. On arrival back in Nicosia at 2200.hours I was driven some fifty miles to
Episkopi for de-briefing on the situation in Jordan, then fifteen miles to Akrotiri to
finalise arrangements for the move and finally back to Nicosia for take-off at 0400 hours
and subsequent arrival in Amman at 0600 hours. In the event this was a little too hurried
as we were faced with a mUltiplicity of tasks simultaneously-preparation of cargo
manifests, issue of civilian clothing, volunteering for and being registered by the Red
Cross-and undoubtedly all of this was achieved at the expense of a slight' hangover'
in Jordan the following day. Again the use of pre-loaded vehicles would have simplified
the task.
The Operation in Jordan

Situation' in Amman
The background to the situation is complicated and political and is no brief of mine
to describe here. Suffice it to say that on our arrival and for most of our stay the situation was very tense with both sides extremely edgy. Although our Red Crosses appeared
to give us complete freedom to move, we took no chances and moved only when necessary and never after dusk unless for a real life saving emergency and thenorily with an
escort. A total curfew was imposed from dusk to dawn and during the first few days the
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streets were deserted, all shops were closed and the only transport permitted on the
str~ets were Army vehicles, cars ofthe peace keeping commissipn and Red Cross vehicles.
Gradually conditions improved, but every now and then firing would break out and require all the persuasion and diplomacy of the peace commission to prevent escalation.
The Army does not normally garrison the city of Amman and the main Fedayeen
strongholds were located in: the centre of the city and in· refugee camps in the poorer
areas. The majority of the hospitals in Amman are privately owned in the residential
suburbs and hence during the emergency were in the area under Army control. The main
Government Hospital of 500 beds and the Italian Hospital of 100 beds were in Fedayeen
controlled territory and badly damaged during the fighting. For a few days before the
cease fire and subsequently the existing civilian medical services in Amman were, for a
variety of reasons, almost completely at a standstill. Around the city and particularly in
the north-west the Jordanian Army medical services had set up reception centres with
nursing and medical cover but no surgical capability. For these centres they used personnel ,and equipment from their medical battalion Ca fieJd medical unit). Their base
hospital-a large 400 bedded unit with all facilities--was located at Marka in the northeast of Amman and, although it continued to function throughout the emergency, was
in a Fedayeen controlled area.
Into this situation, just before and for a few days after the cease fire, came several
medical teams under auspices of the Red Cross-American, French, German, Swedish,
Finnish and Danish and a Palestinian convoy and Russian team under the auspices of
the Palestinian Red Crescent. The American, French and British teams were military
and were the largest. The majority of the other teams were small and consisted mainly of a
surgical team,perhaps four or five nurses and generally also a jack-of-all-trades who
, was cook. electrician, generator operator and general handyman as required. Relationship with all teams was excellent and the team leaders met each morning to assess the
situation and give details of the previous days work at the headquarters of the international committee of the Red Cross. None of the teams except ourselves had ambulances
or adequate communications and so we were able to help tremendously in setting up a
communication network between the teams and supplying ambulances as and when
required. In concluding these remarks on the situation 1 am glad to say that initial estimatesof casualties were excessive and the teams available were able to cope adequately
with the load imposed. This is not to say that the situation had not been desperate as
estimates of dead and of those injured who died before help arrived varied tremendously.

Location and setting up
We were fortunate in having as our location the structurally complete, but as yet
unfinished, King Hussein Military Hospital in Wadi-Sir, some 12 to 14 miles north-west
of Amman airport. When complete it will support 650 beds. The amount of space available was initiaJly severely restricted by availability of light and water, as neither of these
utilities had been tested before our arrival. For the first week we required emergency
lighting to all essential departments, as supply was cut off between 000] hours and 0600
hours daily and also power for all appliances had initially to be supplied by our generators.
Later, by the kind co-operation of the Jordanian Army Staff, we were given the luxury of
total availability of light and power and, shortly before we left, hot water as well.
The unit' was completely operational within twenty-four hours of our first stores
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arriving. While it is agreed that this is not a rapid response time, it was considered that
since other teams were already working, and the majority of patients were already held
in reception centres administered and run by the Jordanian Army Medical Services, that
it was better to establish ourselves completely before admitting patients in large numbers.
In retrospect I am convinced of the correctness of this decision as it permitted consideration being given to a planned layout which worked easily and efficiently throughout
our stay. Furthermore, with pairs of hands at a premium, it allowed us to remove all
packing boxes, extraneous material left by the contractors, etc., which other teams,
having opened hurriedly, never completely achieved. This is not a suggested modus
operandi for all occasions but simply a plea that given a situation where rapidity of
response is not the over-riding aim, then much is to be gained by spending a few extra
hours on establishing the unit to work to best advantage.
At the outset, because of space restrictions, Force Headquarters was located within
the hospital confines. Not only was this unfortunate in that the Hospital' atmosphere'
was temporarily lost, it was obviously unsatisfactory from a command and communication point of view as well. As soon as space became available the Force Headquarters
was separately located.
The hospital layout consisted esse~tially of two identical ward blocks forming the
basement and ground floors of this part of the existing hospital. Entrance to these was
through a large foyer which led into a longish corridor with offices throughout its len~th.
This we used as our administrative area, and the block at ground floor level became the
hospital complex. The block in the basement was utilised as a mess and accommodation
area with our kitchen set up in tentage adjacent to the mess area .
. Work load

Thirty-two patients were admitted on the first day, the majority having sustained
their injuries 2-10 days previously. All of these came, initially, from the Jordanian Army
Medical Services Reception Centres which contained beds and nursing staff but no
surgical facilities. During the next week to ten days we received patients as transfers
from other teams and admitted a few direct from their homes, mainly in the Jebel Hussein
area. Thereafter, our admissions were mainly fresh mine injuries, accidental weapon
discharges and patients who had been involved in road traffic accidents. For the greater
part of the time, our bed state was over our 50 equipped beds-.:::.the maximum at anyone
time being 62, but I consider that the size of the uriit was correct for the work we were
faced with had an. additional Field Surgical Team (ES.T.) been available. Statistics for
the Hospital covering the period 1 October to 29 October are shown in Table I.
Adequacy of Establishment

In attempting to equate these figures with the adequacy of our establishment it
must be remembered that in Jordan we were acting as a base hospital with no facilities
for evacuation, that many of the patients were women and children and the majority of
wounds were days old on admission and grossly infected. It is, however, considered that·
the maximum daily figures shown in Table I are near maximum loads for one field
surgical team, one radiographer and one laboratory technician, and could not be maintained for more than five to seven days without relief. The F.S.T., in particular, demands
comment. While the normally accepted figure of 12 to 16 major cases in a twenty-four
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Table I
Statistics for 2 Field Hospital covering the period 1 October to 29 October 1970
Bed state

Number of beds equipped

50

I Average daily occupancy

57

Work load for the period covered
Admissions '"

94

Outpatients

563

Major operations (those requiring a
general anaesthetic in theatre)

246

Minor operations",

19

X-Rays taken

451

Laboratory investigations

406

Blood issued (pints)

125

Maximum work load in a period of twenty-four hours
Major operations

15

Laboratory investigations

30

X-Rays

32

Units of blood issued

15

hour period was achieved, this cannot be maintained for more than a few days if the team
, is required to provide cover at all times for emergency admissions. That the figure can
be achieved and maintained for many days, provided adequate rest is assured, there can
be no doubt; but this requires that two surgical teams be available from the outset.
As presently organised we attempted to staff a 50 bedded ward block, always subject to " overstretch" and also a resuscitation unit with just one nursing team. This
proved insufficient and had we not had the personnel from the Field Ambulance Section
available, we could not have so functioned.
Experience in Jordan suggests that the scaling of one nursing team to a 50 bedded
block is correct but a further half team is required to staff the resuscitation department.
This by the way, worked extremely well and took a considerable load from the surgeon
and the staff of the 50 bedded ward. Given thi's slight increase in staff and good evacuation, I have no doubt that a single nursing team can support two surgical teams without
any increase in the number of beds.
Adequacy of equipment
In general terms and with a few obvious exceptions this would appear to be perfectly adequate for our normal role. In a relief or disaster situation the requirement is
different. As a result of the breakdown of additional equipment and stores which we had
flown in from Cyprus )ve intend to produce, and we hope hold, a supplement for each
department for a relief task:
On the medical side there is an obvious need for a capability in the laboratory to
undertake cultures and antibiotic sensitivity. It is understood that the new scaling of
field laboratory equipment does, in fact, include this provision.
'
Storage of blood is another thorny problem and although a very sophisticated blood
storage cabinet for field and general hospitals is to be produced and a small cabinet of
I
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American design is being cnnsidered fnr F.S.T's, nnthing really.exists at die moment. We
were fortunate in having, on trial, a four cubic' foot conservator type top loading cabinet
with the thermostat adjusted by R.E.M.E. This worked marvellously in Jordan and held
all our vaccines together with 60 Fenwall bags. Adequate cold storage is the real requirement and' with the possible exception of the Allied Mobile Force (Land) role,
sophisticated machines for heating and Icooling blood are not required.
We were concerned about the amount of scatter from the Watson MX 2 X-ray
machine. No exposure badges are included in the scale, and of course would not have
helped us to assess the risk on the spot. A fountain pen type dosemeter is required from
which, with previous advice from our radiological colleagues, we can make some assessment. F~rtunately our fears were not realised and a badge worn for a week by a relief
radiographer from Cyprus has shown a dose of 20 millirem which is, only 1/IOth of the
maximum permissible.
Turning to Ordnance equipment there are several obvious deficiences. Additional
water storage and distribution facilities with ,some simple robust but lightweight means
of providing hot water for cookhouse and hospital is desperately needed: I may say that
by kind permission of the Commanding Officer of the American Field Hospital we
brought back with us two drip-feed petrol burners which can be used in dust bins or any
other large drum and we hope to initiate troop trials on these as 'a means of supplying
hot water. Laundry facilities for bedding, F.S.T. linen and personal clothing are also a
definite requirement but presumably a section of a Mobile Bath and Laundry Unit is
/ tlieanswer to this problem.

I

i
i

.

Re~supplyl

I The

total weight for medical re-supply over the thirty day period in Jordan was

II,p85 pounds, giving an average daily re-supply weight of approximately 400 pounds.

I

Of;this total some 3,000 pounds was oxygen ..
! Despite the fact that our role was ~ot a convential one it is considered that these
figtires may well represent a realistic assessment. For, although a: considerable prop ortiobI of the oxygen was required ' for one seriously ill patient. over a ten day'/ period, it is
eq~ally possible that in our normal role with good evacuation many patients would have
required oxygen over short periods.
I Experience of medical re-supply for this comparatively sm~ll element in Jordan
showed
that supply by item indent is time consuming and requires lengthy signals which,
I
by itheir nature, impose considerable strain on teleprinter operators and involve overtim'e working by the staff in medical supply establishments. . .
, I Asa result of an F.S.T. Study some months ago, standard re-supply boxes, were
prQduced for them and these were made available to us in Jordan from the Army Medical
Eqtiipment Depot, Ludgershall. While it is not possible to make a complete assessment
bedause of our altered role, all available evidence suggests that they would prove suitable.
It ik, therefore, considered that it should be feasible to produce re-supply boxes for say
50 patients for all departments of a Field Hospital and thus reduce signal traffic: On this
basis and assuming the maximum capability of each F.S.T. to be 100 cases in each 7 days, .
theh departmental supply would be required twice weekly rn multiples of the number of
teams working. Occasional item demand indents w;ould be required to level out holdings
but these should normally be of a non-urgent nature.
I

I

I

.

,

I
I.

.'
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Withdrawal
Unfortunately it was not until .forty-eight hours before our proposed withdrawal
date that the Jordanian civil medical authorities announced their plan for after care of
those requiring continued hospitalization. In essence this was that all such cases requiring
hospitalization would be concentrated in the King Hussein Military Hospital and nursed
by staff supplied by the Jordanian Ministry Health. Surgical responsibility was vested
in the Danish and Finnish Red Cross teams who had elected to remain' in Jordan for a
limited period. Provision of equipment for the hospital was 'provided by the Jordanian
Government's purchase of the entire equipment and supplies of both Britjsh and American
teams. The disposal of the cases admitted to the British Hospital is shown at Table 11.

of

Table 11
. Disposal of cases admitted to 2 Field Hospital
Total admissions ...

94

Total deaths (four over 70)

9

Total discharges ...

63

Total remaining in hospital

22

Breakdown of discharges
Home

44

Other hospitals (mainly to Marka base hospital)

16
3

Abroad (Palestine Red Crescent)

Tailpiece

There can be no doubt that the operation quite apart from its humanitarian aspect
provided valuable practical experience of deployment and of the surgical care of battle
casualties. It is many years now since an element of a field hospital was used to assist
war wounded and the experience gained must be invaluable, not only to the team itself
but to all those in the United Kingdom and Cyprus who, by their untiring effort, not
only made the operation possible but contributed so much to its ultimate su(:cess.
Acknowledgements
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OPERATION

SHOVEllER

THE SURGICAL COMMITMENT OF 2 FIELD HOSPITAL R.A.M.C.
Major N, A, BOYD, M,B., B.S" F,R .C.S.(Eng. & Ed.), D,T.M,&H., R ,A. M.C.
Royal Herben Hospital, Woolwich
Major A. K, DAVIES, M.B., B,S., D.T. M.&H., R .A.M.C.
The Queen Alexandra Military Hospital, Millbank"
SUMMARY: The surgical commitment of 2 Field Hospital during its stay in Jordan is
presented. The delay to treatment in many of the lVar injuries posed particularly difficult
problems especially with regard to wound sepsis. The nature of the work undertaken by the
hospital in this " disaster role " was akin to that seen in a Base Hospital rather than in a

Field Medical Unit.
Introduction
The Field Surgical Team became operationa l within twenty-four hours of arrival in
Jordan. It would have been possible to begin surgery earlier thau this but the known
state of casualties, the lack of sleep and the chaos that would ensue did not warrant a
more premature start.

Ninety-four patients were admitted of whom ninety were surgical cases (Table I),
Table r
Admissions tn 2 Field Hospital

Total adm issions

94

Number of chi ldren aged J4 and under

32

Type of injury

- -

- ----=------=------,---

War wounds

(

~L

-------:-- - - - -

Gunshot wounds
Mine

Number of patienl"i

----

60'

Shrapnel

aUntS

10'

Other injuries and disease

22

Births
Readmiss ion

I
I

- - - - - - --"Qf-these
-70-cases
-29----'--- - -- - -- - --had multiple injuries

Sixty of these had sustained war injuries which, in lbe majority of cases, had been inflicted five to ten days previously. The high number of children (32) admitted was at our
own request and did not reflect the incidence of war injury in this group of the population. Tbree medical patients were admitted: these were respectively myocardial infarction, bilateral lower limb oedema due to inferior vena cava obstruction and an

undiagnosed gross hepatomegaly in a child, One baby was born,
More than 50 per cent of the patients we re admitted within the first five days, some
as transfers from other national medica l teams also operating under the auspices of the

International Red Cross .
• Now at the British Military Hospital , Berlin .
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Limb injuries and infection
There was a total of 65 limb injuries, 55 of which were due to wa r wounds, 46
were associated with fractures nearly all major ill type. The problem with these injuries
was to decide whether in view of the delay in treatment a wound toilet was necessary

and , if so, how extensive this should be, bearing in mind that five to ten days after injury
the repair processes of the body were well established, making identification of tbe important neurovascular bundles more difficult. Soon after beginning surgery it became
apparent tbat complete and extensive wound toilet was necessary as many of the wounds
had dead tissue in tbeir depths together with retai ned foreign bodies. A complete toilet
also permitted free drainage of pus.
Most of the wounds were grossly infected due to the delay in starting treatmenl.
Bacteriological study was not immediately available and in any case the only antibiotic
held by a Field Hospital in any quantity is benzyl-penicillin. All the patients received
this in high dosage (l mega unit every four to six hours) on its own until streptomycin
was obtained from Cyprus. Resistance was suspected however and it was decided empirically to give ampicillin to all the traumatic cases after completion of a seven day
co urse of st.reptomycin and penicillin. Later, c ulture of the infection and assessment of

the antibiotic sensitivity of the organisms isolated was provided by the Pathology Laboratory of the Jordanian Army Base Hospital. This showed that the main organisms involved we re Escherichia co li , Bacillus proteus, coagu lase positive Sta phylococci and
Pseudomonas pyocyaneus, which proved to be virtuall y resistant to all the antibiotics.
Later still pus swabs were sent to the Bacteriological Department of The Queen Alexandra
Military Hospital, Millbank and these showed that although the organisms isolated were
the same, the sensitivity pattern was not quite so unfavourable (Table 11).
Table Il
Sensitivity pattern of organisms isolated from the wound swabs
examined at The Queen Alexandra Military Hospital, Millbank

--~=:'-:-;~I---~umber of cases
Esch coli
Proteus Sp

8
3

Ps pyocyaneus

5

Organism sensitive to

GcntaOlycin, CarbcniciJJin and Ampicillin
Carbenicillin only
Gentamycin and Carbenicillin

Jt is suggested that the reason why drug resistance oeeured in Jordan was that
sophisticated antibiotics cou ld be purchased over the counter without prescription.
Further, in some of the patients, antibiotics had been administered for too short a
period or in insufficient dosage prior to admission to our hospital. Infection in some of
the limb injuries was only finally brought under control by repeated wound toilet and
continuing antibiotics in the hope that the in vivo and in vitro sensitivity of the oganisms

was different.
It was frequently not possible to perform delayed primary suture and secondary
suture had to be deferred until the third or fourth week after injury. At this time many
of the soft tissues has become adherent and skin grafting was the only possible method
of skin closure.
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Upper limb injuries
There were thirty-two upper limb injuries, twenty-seven of which followed war
trauma. These included seven fractures of the humerus and nine fractures of the radius
and/or ulna, eleven of which were associated with a missile injury. Three cases from
this group are illustrated .
Case 39, Fig. I, shows the exit wound of a high velocity missi le injury to the right
shoulder joint. This had occurred three weeks before admission and had had no previous
treatment, gross infection was present and the head of the humerus was dead. At wound

Fig. 2

Fig. 1

Fig. 3
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TUBIGRIP Supports
Tubigrip Bandages provide the idea! support for weakened o r injured
muscles and joints, and for a wide variety of varicose, circulatory and
other conditions. They give that constant, evenly distributed su ppo rt
which brings relief and confidence to the patient , without the bulk
\ and inconvenience of conventional bandaging.
.

~
~

•

[I)

till

Self- retaining Tubigrip Bandages are easy to apply, economical in
use, and maintain their elasticity through severa l washings. There
\ are 9 sizes avaifable, in 1 m or 10m packs, which cover every applic alion . from infant to adu lt limbs and trunks. In Eng land & Wales, and
Northern Ireland three of these sizes are prescribable in tm or 1m
lengths, the ha lf metre lengths are also prescribable in Scotland.

§ ®Jlc(Q)[JlJ
Products Limite d

A Member of thl!

~ Group

Tubiton House, Med lock St .. Oldham. Lan cashire, Eng land .
Telephone: 061 · 652 2222 (5 lines) Tel egra ms : " Tubiton " OIdham .
Manufacturers and wo rld distrib utors 01 sp.cialind surgical
dr us ings and app lia nces .
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toilet all the dead bone was removed including the .humeral head . Due to persisting
se psis the wound was lert o pen and irrigated daily with saline, being left t.O close by
secondary intentio n. Fig. 2 was taken after wound toilet and Fig. 3 shows the wound
healing satisfactoril y four weeks later.
Case 23, Fig. 4, shows the exit wound of a missil e injury, which had sha ttered th e

right humerus, taken at the time of delayed primary suture a skin flap being cut to cover
the defect. Fig. 5 shows the arm afte r three weeks, In thi s case there was an associated

radial nerve injury.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

There wcre eight 11111,,1 injuries and typical was that of a boy aged eight who had
shattered the right index finger in a mine explosion (Fig. 6) Primary ski n closure was
obtained, after removing this finger through the shaft of the metacar pal, leaving a ha lld
wit h good function and the added advantage of acceptable cosmetic result (Fig. 7).
Lower limb ioj uries

There were thirty-three lower limb if\i uries, twe nty-eight of which followed war
trauma. Eight fractures of the femur were seen, five of which were shattered following a
high velocity missi le injury. After wound toilet the fractu res were immobilized using
li x.ed or sliding skeletal traction. the hospital carpenter from the Royal Engi neers making
the necessary frames.

Onc of these cases was Case 38, a shattered femur in a boy aged six and Fig. 8
shows the skin grafted exit wo und with a drain still in situ. Skin closure by this method
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Fig. 6

Fig. 8

was adopted in spi te of the presence of infection because the sero us ui scharge frvOl the

large granulaling surface was deplcling the boy of protein.
Six compound fraclures of the tibia were admitted, five of which followed missile
injuries.
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Trunk wounds

Eighteen wounds of the trunk were admitted all following war injury. Six of these
were penetrating abdominal wounds, and two presented particularly interesting problems.
The first (Case 27), a boy aged thirteen was transferred from another hospital two
days after receiving multiple fragment wounds to his abdomen and legs following a mine
explosion. He had already undergone laparotomy at which a small segment of jejunum
was resected. Examination revealed a very ill looking boy with multiple small puncture
wounds of the JO\\'cr abdominal wall , which was oedematous, a large swollen scrotum
aM multiple injuries to his lower limbs. There was dependent oedema of the left side of
the thorax and axilla. He had not passed urine for forty-eight hours. It was not possible
clinically to determine the exact state of his urethra or bladder in view of the swollen
abdomen and scrotum (Fig. 9). A cystogram using the portable X-ray machine, demon-

Fig, 9

strated an obvious lesion at th e base of th e bladder with extra- vesicle escape of urine.

At operation two holes in the bladder wall were repaired and the bladder was drained
both supra-pubically and per urethra. The retra-vesical space was also drained. Two
days later he developed a small inte'llinal obstruction whjch did not settle on routine
treatment and at laparotomy an abdominal wall dehiscence was found. After a stormy
post operative course he made a satisfactory recovery. It must be remembered that
facilities for the estimation of serum electrolytes are not available in a field hospital.
The second (Case 74), was of a young woman aged twenty who had sustained a
gun shot wound to the tenth thoracic vertebra damaging her spinal cord beyond repair.
The bullet then traversed her right loin damaging the kidney. Laminectomy and
exploration of the loin wound had been performed in another hospital and she was
transferred one week after injury. As an added complication she was thirty-nine weeks

pregnant. Both spine and loin wounds were septic and there was haemorrhage from
the latter. Wound toilet was performed and the spinal wound closed. Blood and urine

continued to escape from the loin wound and an intravenous pyelogram was perfonned
to assess the state of the left kidney should nephrectomy on the right become necessary.
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This demonstrated adequate function on the left though hydronephrosis was present
due to the pregnancy, dye was also seen to be passing down the right ureter. Two days
later she was delivered of a normal female infant after a labour lasting twenty minutes.
After this she developed marked peripheral oedema as a result of hypo-proteinaemia
secondary to protein loss. Her poor nutritional state and electrolyte disturbance aggravated this condition though she never became alOtaemic. Replacement therapy with
intravenous albumin and electrolytes was quite successful but she went on to develop a
left, followed a day or so later by a right, spontaneous pneumothorax necessitating chest
tube drainage and tracheostomy. She was transferred to the Jordanian Army Base
Hospital at the end of our stay. They were able to remove both chest drainage and the
tracheostomy tubes but she died one week later from pneumonia.
Two penetrating wounds of the chest were admitted. One a male aged eighteen
(Case 28) sustained a through and through gun shot wound of the right upper chest. He
was seen four hours after injury in a shocked state, dyspnoeic and with a flapping segment of the chest due to the explosive nature of the exit wound. One intercostal drain
was inserted but three to four hours later he developed severe surgical emphysema. A
second chest drain was inserted and a tracheostomy performed. He was transferred to
another hospital ten days later for convalescence.
The second case was a boy aged fourteen (Case 1I) who had a missile entry wound
in the left supra clavicular fossa. Clinically he had a left brachial plexus nerve lesion and
an absent radial pulse. X-ray demonstrated a missile lodged in the posterior mediastinum (Fig. 10) and what we thought to be an aneurysm of the left subclavian artery.

Fig. 10

After two or uuee days tJle lefr arm became hyperaesthetic but there was no evidence of
an increase in the size of the subclavian aneurysm radiologically. The hyperaesthesia
was associated with peripheral nerve recovery as he was able to move his forearm and

fingers after three weeks. The radial pulse never returned.
There were four spinal injuries. all associated with paraplegia or quadraplegia one
of which has already been described. (Case 74). Another was seen in a young boy whose
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history on admission recorded that " He fell down in the street and would not get up
again " . A radiograph revealed a bullet lodged in the liver having traversed the lower
thoracic spine before coming to rest. Laminectomy showed that the spinal cord was
damaged beyond repair. Laparotomy was not required as there was no evidence of
haemoperitoneum.
Head injuries

Three major head injuries were admitted, nonc however as a result of war trauma.
One little boy aged nine (Case 67) was admiued half an hour after having susta ined
severe de-scalping injuries, a severe compound fracture of the right parietal bone, closed
fractures of the right humerus, radius and ulna, and all open fracture of the left radius
and ulna. He was unconscious. After elevating the depressed parietal fracture, the dura
was inspected and was found to be torn (Fig. 11). There was also bleeding from the

Fig. 11

middle meningeal vein, dimcult to control without diaUlermy, an essential piece of equipment not on the scale of a Field Surgical Team. Haemostasis was achieved using Stcrispon.
It took five or six days for him to return to any sort of consciolls level. He was restless
and had difficulty in identifying his enviro nment. He was sti ll in this stale when the
unit left Jordan.
Burns
Ten l;>urn cases were admitted some being very severely burned having a significant
percentage of full thickness skin loss. The cause of the burns varied from hot water to
phosphorus or petrol. Some of them were injured five to ten days before and as a result
were very iofected when first seen. Many had large caked-up eschars, especially those
damaged by phosphorus. One (Case 31) illustrates such a burn and this was a girl aged
eleven. She had superficial and deep burns alTeeting her face , anterior chest, and both
upper limbs (Fig. 12). Split skin grafts had to be applied to 11er upper eyelids early in
treatment to prevent contracture. Skin cover was eventually obtained after wound toilet
using furtiler split skin grafts to cover her face, chest and limbs (Fig. 13).
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Once again the main problem with these cases was the control of infection. Infection
beneath the thick eschars was eventually overcome by a combination of hourly soaks
each day in a bath. of one per cent Hibitane, the water of which was continually agitated
(to assist removal of the eschar) followed by the application of Sulphamyloll cream to the
whole area. The new drug Ketamine placed these patients in a trance like state as a
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result of which both the medical and nursing staff were ab le to perform a thorough
burns. toi let. One so treated was a child aged seven (Case 54) who had sustained full
thickness burns to the lower abdomen, perineum and most of the lower limbs (Fig. 14).
This group of cases made heavy demands on the time and ski ll of the operatitlg theatre
and nursing Slaff.
Conclusions
Only some of the more interesting cases have been presented. A wide range of
trauma was dealt with by the Field Surgical Team. The role of the unit was of necessity that of a base hospital with greater emphasis on repair and reconstructive surgery
not usually within the province of a field hospital. This commitment was foreseen before
leaving Cyprus and additional surgical instruments were taken. Many lessons were learnt
regarding methods of treatment in this situation and the equipment required by a medical
unit being used in what might be called a " Disaster" role.
The work load was extremely heavy during the first four or five days, especially as
there were several evening and night emergencies. After this operating sessions lasted
approximately seven to eight hours each day. All were ag reed that in future it would be
desirable to have a second Field Surgical Team on such an operation.
There \vcre nine deaths among the in-patients, four were over seventy years of age,
no child died .
The hospital was very sorry to leave Jordan. Twenty-two casualties remained as
in-patients in the very capable hands of a Finnish Surgical Team .
Acknowledgements
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Lieutenant-Colonel N. G. KIRB Y, O.B.E. , M.B. , F.R.C.S. , R.A.M .C.
Consultant Surgeon, British Military Hospital, Dhekelia*

SUMMARY : During Operation Shoveller seventeen casualties were received from Jordan
at the British M ilitary Hospital, Dhekelia. Their reception, treatment and subsequent
disposal is described.
Introduction
At 1200 hours on the 30th September 1970 the British Military Hospital, Dhekelia
(B.M.H.) stood down after having been alerted on the 14th September and having, at
that time, expanded from 80 to 150 beds. This expansion had been in preparation for the
reception of casualties which might be evacuated 10 Cyprus as a result of the fighting
in Jordan. By 20th September the B.M .H . had been further expanded to 250 beds in
order 10 back up lhe medical support operalion in Jordan- Operation Shoveller.
Al 1640 hours on the 30th September 1970 the Assistant Director of Medical Services (A.D.M.S.), Near East Land Forces (NEAR ELF) telephoned to say that 20 to
30 casualties were expected at Nicosia, some 40 miles away , in one hours time and
would we please meet and admit them .
Reception of wounded from Jordan

The 17 (Table I) patients received at the B.M.H. had been wounded 4 to 14 days
previously and had been flown from Amman by the French Air Force. They had been
carefully selected; aJJ req uiring base hospital faci lities for furll,er surgica l care. Th irty
minutes after the instruction from the A. D. M .S. a team consisting of one medica l officer,
one nursing officer and two nurses left for Nicosia in a staff car and arrived there as the

" last aircraft from Amman " landed- empty! The Royal Air Force Air Evacuation
Unit was a lso at Nicosia and the Commanding Officer, Royal Air Force (R.A.F.),
Nicosia provided hospitality while we were awaiting information . Shortly after an unidentified blip on radar was seen heading from Beirut and eventually radio con tact

established that it was a French aircraft with seriously wounded on board . 1t had ta.ken
off, after dark, using only landing lights. The Health and Immigration Authorities of
Cyprus gave us full assistance to meet the ai rcraft and we were able

LO

drive our am -

bulance convoy right up to it. The French doctor had sorted out the four worst casualties,
and we sent them off will, the Nursing Officer in the R.A.F. ambulance. The others,
wa lking and stretcher cases, were put in a stretcher rigged coach and ambu lances and

despatched to Dhekelia. This procedure took some twenty minutes. 1 returned in a staff
car and overtook most of the convoy a rriving at the B.M.H. as the first ambulance was
being unloaded. In such circumstances the provision of a separate staff vehicle is of the
utmost importance giving extra mobility and freedom of action to the officer in charge.
Reception and triage was carried out in the ma in entrance to the hospita l (Fig. I)
by Maj or T . Evans, an experienced consu ltant of the T.A .V.R. who was o n his annual
traini ng. He sent those for intensive care to Ward Two for urgent transfusion o r dress ing

(Fig. 2), whilst those requiring only ora l fluid and nursing went to Ward One. All of
them were exhausted, dehydrated , frightened and hungry (Fig. 3).

*

Now Cambridge Military Hospital, Aldushol
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Table I
Patients admiltcd to British Military Hospital, Dhckelia

~
se

Sex

Na,ionali,y

Number
6

j -Jordanian

26

I Jordanian

I

Diagnosis

Male

Multiple GSW back (paraplegic)

Disposal

I Discharge 21 . 10.70
to Jordan

-:1-- -M
- "-IC- -1- G-s-W
- r-ig-h-' -r-oo
- '- - - - - - -- Discharge 31 . 10.70
to Jordan

--2-8-':-~J-O '-'d~a-n~ia-n- 1

GSW , back injury and lef' fool

Male

Discharge 11 . 11.70
[0

12

Jo rdanian

IIA

Jo rdallian

Female

Burn of face and }18nd s

Discha rge 31.10.70
to Jordan

Back injury. GSW

In-patient*

( 13 years)

Female

Syria

(5 years)

79

~

Jo_r_d_a_
n '_
.a_n__

1. _ _

10

I:: _

_

Jordanian

-_-M~~a_I,e ~G-S-W-r-ig-h-'-bllttock
__

Femil le

Discharge J 1. 10.70

and groi n

GSW head and swelling right sid e of

I to Jordan

I In-Patien t*

face
Jo rdania.n

Female

GSW right shoulder and abdo men

Discharge 31.10.70

to Jordan
1 - - -, - - - - - - - - - -1
---- - - :
------

5

Jordanian

I

Malc

(13 years)

Fractured skull right side, left
hemiplegia . GSW

Discharge 12 . 12 .70
to Amman

Fractured right femur. 8/ 12 pregnam

In ~ patient*

Discharge 19.12.70
to Jordan

11

Jordanian

Female

7

Jo rdanian

Male

Forly~ fi\'e

Male

Lacerations o f the scalp. GSW right
groin and fractured skull

__4_ _
_
31

p

o rda niun

I)a lcslilllan

I
I

Male

per cent burns

GSW right shoulder

I Discharge 31 . 10.10
to Jordan

---------:----------I Discharge 16.12 .10
to Syria

- - -:-::-:-:--:--';- --

I (20MaJe
years)

30

Palestinian

29

l)aleSlinia,; - ,

Ff'dctured right tibia and fibula . GSW

I toDischarge
16. 12.70
Syria

~~~II ------------------:--~----Male

Fractured right tibia and fibula . GSW

I Discharge 12. 12 .70
to Amman

----1-----:-- - - - : - - - - - - - -------:- - - -- 8

2

Palestinian

Palestinian

Male

Penetrating wound right grOIl1 . GSW

:- - -I Seve,r : b~!rn:.; of bands, legs and face
Male
I

I Discharge 12 . 12 ,70
to Amman

I Discharge 31.10,70
to Jordan

*SiIlCf! discharged la Jo rdan .

They were examined in more detail on the ward and notes were written. The con-

sultant anaesthetist and I wen' round together aliocating times and priorities for transfusion and operation . We decided to give them all a night's rest before starting operating,
and made out our provisional list for the next forty-eight hours.

The Physician did a ward round looking ror evidence or any serious tropical diseases,
particularly cholera which was present in some areas or the Middle East at the time.
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Fig. 1. Triage of Case 30 on 30th September 1970.

Patient identification
All beds were numbered and this number was written 011 the patient, on all his
documents, radiographs and the opera ting list. 2 Field Hospital working independently
in Jordan adopted the same procedure which wo rked ex tremely well and its use for the
reception of mass casualties is reco mmended .

\ \lollnds
The wounds had been caused by th e usual high and 10\'" ve locit y missiles, two were
by bullets, thirteen by shell or mortar fragmen ts, and three were burns from ftame and
phosphorus. All were infected , the commonest organism bei ng a coagulase positive

staphylococcus; Ps pyocyaneus and Esch co li were less common. We found that there
was a change in the se nsitivity pattern as resistance to chemothe ra py developed.

Most of the wounds had not had an y treatment. There was onc. Case 30, who had
had prima ry suture \vithout de brid e ment and he would ha ve been in a much better condi tion if it had been left alone. This dem onstrated the ca rdinal sin of inexperienced war

surgery and I think that we should add to th e Hippocra tic Oath the further vow'· I sha ll
not risk my patient's life or limb by primary sutu re part icularly withou t the excision of

the wound " ,
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Fig. 2. Dressing of Case 12 on 30th September 197J.

Operati\-'c treatment

On 1sl October twelve major operations were carried out and all were essentiall y
a delayed debridement: there were two craniotomies. On 2nd October the five remaining
cases were operated on and included a further craniotomy and 'a laminectomy on a
parapletic patient with a small fragment 61' mClai in his spinal con.t Decompression of
the cord was followed by improvement in sensation but unfortunately not in motor
power. Alterations in priority for operation had been necessary due to changes in the
condition of patients overnight.

These operatinl1s were to rcm (wc frJgmenls of debris, bone, dead muscle and blood
clot and to decompress by slitting the deep fascia and establi sh drainage-in fact the
basic surgery of high velocity m.issile wounds.
Further ope ra tions were performed later when the infected tracks were cleared with
a Volkmann's spoon and dead bone rem oved with bone nibblers. Attempts at secondary
suture were carried out, bUl ill only two palieats were these successful. The best treatment
wc found was to encourage the wound to granulate a!1d then apply a split skingraft. In
the ense of the wounds involving bone bismuth iodoform paraffin paste i8. I.P,P.) was
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Fig . 3, Case 30 on admission

IQ

W ard on 30th September 1970.

applied using a wick of gauze soaked. in tne paste. This was tirst used in Wor ld War One
and seems just as effective toda y in the treatment of neglected missile wo unds. A total

of 70 operations were performed .
Burns
The American Army plastic surgeon introdu ced me to Sulphamylon and I was

extremely impressed by ni, results. Bath s twice daily. using a solution of Phisohex or
soap and water, followed by the application of th e Sulpha mylol1 paste rapidly produced
a granulating surface which cou ld receive grafts. I o btained so me and used it on our
cases. In less than three weeks grossly co ntaminated burns of the hands were grafted,
healed, and were mobile. We did not have a proper bath but used the bed bath technique
onc limb at a time, and this has given quite good results. The normal practice of ade-

quate blood transfusi on and split skin grafting at week ly interva ls after demarcation of
whole skin loss was carried out on the two patient s req uiring grafti ng.

Communication
Language difficulties were ex perienced but fortunatel y we had a typist who spoke

good Arabic. our Chief Wardmaster had some coll oquial knowledge and one of the
patients spoke good English. There were occasional frictions - particu larl y when the
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patients were feeling stronger and were obviously more healthy. These were due partly
to political arguments and partly to poor communications; they usually followed reports on radio or. television of shooting jn Amman. Following the evacuation of two
extremely vocal patients there was no further trouble.

Nutrition
A modified hospital diet, avoiding pork and adding extra spice, was used. Eventually most of the patients ate a normal European diet with high protein but of course
without pork. For the Ramadan Festival a special dispensation was obtained from the
M uktar of the local Turkish Village.
.
Relief of Ferrie Force in Amman

~

On 12tb October a Field Surgical Team (F.S.T.) was sellt to 2 Field Hospital to\
give 50 F.S.T. rest and recuperation. Within an hour of arrival they were carrying out a
major abdominal operation in a strange theatre. It speaks highly of the Field Hospital
organisation that no problemS" nor delays were experienced. A total of 25 operations
were carried out in forty-eight hours by the team. Reliefs for the radiographer, laboratory
technician, all operating theatre technicians , and all Q.A.R.A.N.C, nursing officers, were
also sent to 2 Field Hospital from B.M.H. to give the Ferrie Force staff opportunity for
rest. All my staff were. impressed by the organisation, facilities available and the high
state of morale of 2 Field Hospital.
..J
Visits were paid to the American, French, Swiss, German and _Italian teams and we

were able to see that all had the same problems of neglected wounds. There were very
few abdominal or chest wounds- most of these had obviously died before relief was
available.
.
Four case histories

Case 5. A 13 year old male refugee who had been hit on the head by a shell fragment five
days before. He had a compound depressed comminuted fracture of the right vault of
the skull with a left sided hemiplegia. Craniotomy was performed and contaminated
fragments of bone removed, there was a dural defect 5 x 2 .5 cm with macerated brain
and foreign bodies beneath. The dural edges were trimmed and necrotic brain and blood,
under tension, aspirated by gentle suction. Haemostasis was secured and the dura re-

paired by a fascia lata graft. A redivac drain was len in position for forty-eight hours.
Post operatively there was sloughing of part of the scalp, around the entry wounds
and overlying the fascial graft. The graft remained viable and was rapidly covered by
epithelium.
The day after operation there was improvement in motor power of the lower limbs.
Intensive physiotherapy and mobiUsation with a walking caliper was carried out. Within

a month he was walking without a caliper and some movements of the elbow wrist and
hand were returning.

Case 7 (Fig. 4). A 35 year old male who had been burned 10 days before. The total body
surface burnt was 45 per cent. with 20 per cent partial skin loss (p.s.l.) plus 25 per cent
whole skin loss (w.s.l.). All burns were infected. Initial treatment, following wound toilet
under Ketamine, was closed using tulle gras and wool. This was followed by pyrexia and
the dressings were removed . Following the use of Sulfamylon (applied as a paste covered
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Fig. 4. Case 7 on admission on 30th September 1970.

by a layer of gauze) the p.s.1. burns healed rapidly and desloughing of the w.s.1. burns
occurred rapidly allowing grafting to take place. The hands were grafted. healed. and
moving within twenty-one days of admission. By early December no further grafting was
required and he was gaining weight.

Case 11. A 30 year old pregnant woman who had a comminuted compound fracture of
her right femur about twelve days before. She \vas anaemic, the wound was contaminated

and contained dead muscle, clot and foreign bodies. Following transfusion debridement
was carried out. Traction was applied through a Steinman's pin. Six days later the
wound was clean and it was sutured. The wound healed and the fracture united rapidly.
Two months after admission the pin was removed and skin traction was applied. This
was just in time as she delivered her baby without any difficulty in early December.

Case 30 (Fig. 3). A 20 year old male who had a four day old compound comminuted fracture of Right tibia and fibula. This had been sutured without debridement. He was toxic,
pyrexial, and in pain. After transfusion the wound was explored and delayed excision
performed: necrotic muscle and blood clot were removed and the deep fascia splil to

decompress the limb. The circulation to the foot was improved and the pain was less.
B.1.P.P. was applied using a gauze wick ; this appeared to improve drainage and the wound
soon became clean. It was grafted on the 19th October and 12th November. A padded full
leg plaster of Paris (P.O.P.) was applied and the wound treated through a window. Union
progressed slowly at first but two months after admission tJle fracture was clinically stable
and skin cover was complete. A full leg P.O.P. was applied and the patient returned to
Jordan using crutches.
RepaTriation

Eleven patients returned to Amman and three aske:l to go to Damascus. T.his was
arranged by the Sovereign Base Area Administration in conjunction with the Cyprus

Government and the Syria Embassy.
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Conclusion '
The cases received from Jordan during Operation Shoveller demonstrated the
results of neglecting the basic principles of War Surgery--early Primary Excision and
Delayed Primary Suture. A lesson so often forgotten and to be learried again in the
early stage of a conflict.

._------_.-

Senior Appointments
Major-General J.P. Baird, Q.H.P., M.D., F.R.C.P.(Lond.& Ed.)., to be,Commandant
and Director of Studies, Ro)al Army Medical College, in July 1971, in succession to
Major-General]. M. Matheson.
A note on his career was published in the Journal, Volume 115, No. I, 1969 .
. Major-General J. M. Matheson, O.B.E., T.D., Q.H.S., M.D.,· M.R.C.P.(Ed.).,
F.R.C.S.(Eng. & Ed.), to be Deputy Director of Medical Services, Headquarters Army
Strategic Command,' in August 1971, in succession to Major-General R. I. Mitchell.
A note on his career was published in the Journal, Volume 115;No. 1, 1969.
Maj~r-General R. I. Mitchell, O.B.E., Q.H.P., M.B., to be Director of Medical
Services, British Army of the Rhine, in September 1971, in succession to Major-General
R. A. Smart, who is retiring.
A note on his career was published in the Journal, Volume 115, No. 2, 1969.
Colonel T. W. Carrick, O.B.E., M.B., D.P.H., D.I.H., has assumed the appointment
of Director of Army Health, in the rank of Brigadier, in succession to Brigadier M. M.
Lewis, deceased.
Brigadier Thomas Welsh Carrick was born on 19 December 1914. He was educated
at Glasgow Academy and Glasgow University and graduated M.B., Ch.B. in 1937. He
obtained his D.P.H. in 1951 and D.l.E. in 1961, and was appointed O.B.E. in 1959.
He was appointed from a Short Service Commission to a Permanent Regular Army
Commission in the Royal Army Medical Corps on 26 October 1945.
During his Service career he has served world wide and has held a great variety of
command
and staff appointments.
".
His most recent appointments have been Assistant Director of Army Health, Headquartersl7 Gurkha Division and Headquarters Scottish Command, Director, Army
Personnel Research Establishment, Deputy Director of Army Health, Headquarters
Army Strategic Command and Professor of Army Health, Royal Army Medical College.
Currently, Brigadier Carrick is Honorary Editor of the Journal.
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OPERATION

SHOVEllER

ANAESTHESIA IN JORDAN
Major N. A. BARRY, LR .C.P. & S. l. , R.A.M.C.
Royal Herberl Hospital, Woohvich
SUMMARY: A brief description is given of the anaesthetic techniques employed while in
Jordan, and special refcrence is made to the use of the drug Ketamine.
Introduction
Last September r listened with some interest to the news bulletins regarding the
situation in Jordan, li ttle thinking that it wou ld soon involve SO Field Surgical Team
(F.S.T.), the staff of whieh is drawn from the Royal Herbert Hospital. It was with no
little surprise thercfore that we fo und ourselves some days later in Cyprus en route for
Jordan.

In the event we did not arrjve in Jordan until the end of the month and it was not
until the 1st October 1970 that ' knife was actuall y put to skin ' . The first twenty-four
hours were spent identifying boxes and crates dest ined for the operating theatre ) and
then removi ng the equipment from them and assembling it ready for use. Fortunately,
the members of the team had been on a we ll run and useful exercise sometime previou sly

and the experience gained on this made our task of setting up the operating theatre much
easie r.
As mentioned elsewhere in this Journal, 2 Field Hospital, to wh ich 50 F.S.T. is
attached, was alln~ated a block in the King Hussein Hospital (Fig. I); an American Army

Fig. 1. The King Hussein Hospital showing the blocks in which 2 FieJd Hospital and the American Army
Hospital were accommodated. The Hospital Mosque is also seen.

Hospital was situated next door to us in a similar block. The upper story of our block was
used for wards and theatre and the ground floor for staff accommodation and dining hall.
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Organisation of the Theatre and the Resuscitation Ward
Most of the ward space allocated to us in the hospital 6lock was divided into almost
equal areas by approximately four foot high walls with provision made to fill the gap
between the top of these and the ceiling with curtains. The area made available for the
operating theatre and recovery wards was similar in design. It was decided to set up the
recovery and resuscitation wards as close to the theatre as possible. The advantages to
this was that the surgeon and the anaesthetist, in particular, were readily available for
advice to the staff caring for acutely ill patients and those recovering from a general
anaesthetic. We had no idea, until we started admitting patients just how heavy the work
load was going to be. Tn fact, during the first few days the team was very busy indeed,
and resulted in the pre and post operative care of patients being left almost entirely to
Major Adrian Davies, our Physician, and Captain John Foxley, the Transfusion Officer.
The latter was also responsible for the resuscitation ward in addition to his duties as
Transfusion Officer.
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The disadvantages of having patients close to the operating theatre was primarily
one of noise, particularly during visiting hours. The visiting friends and relatives often
brought in large quantities of food, and it was not unusual to see it being forced into the
mouth of some patient recovering from an ",,,,esthetic. This problem was more apparent
in the main ward, and it was often very difficult for the staff to keep patients fasting for
an afternoon operating session. Notwithstanding all this, our theatre was spacious and
bright (Fig. 2) and we had a splendid view of the countryside with the hospital Mosque
in the foreground.
Just prior to operation the patients were brought on a stretcher from the ward and
placed on a trestle. When their turn came they were brought into theatre on their stretcher
which was then placed on the field pattern operating table. They were then anaesthetised.
Pre-medication
In virtually every ca se premedication was either intramuscular or intravenous

atro~

pine. The reason for this was that planned lists could well be disorganised by the arrival
of more urgent cases which was certainly the pattern in the first week or two. Secondly,
if a patient were transferred from elsewhere, he may well have been given Morphine or
some similar drug previously. Thirdly the anaesthetist, due to theatre commitments,
may have been unable to assess patients preoperatively ; and lastly, for the convenience
of the ward staff, who were very busy indeed administering repeated doses of antibiotics
because, as noted by Boyd (p. 76 this issue) infection was very common.
Anaesthetic drugs
The usual range of intravenous fluids to be found in any Military Hospital was
available; those not normally found on the scale of an F.S.T. were obtained quite easily
from Cyprus. Blood was obtained from the same SOllrce, and altogether 120 units were
used .
Disposable items of equipment- syringe, intraveno us catheters and cannulae were
in plentiful supply, likewise there was a reasonably comprehensive range of anaesthetic
drugs. Because most of the cases dealt with by the team were either limb injuries or burns
many of the drugs supplied were not required , particularly the relaxant drugs. The routine
anaesthetic which proved to be the most satisfactory was a sleep dose of Thiopentone
followed by Halothane and oxygen. I n fact, only J3 anaesthetics, out of the total 230
administered, were given using relaxant drugs and controlled respiration. However, in
another situation-this could well be reversed if more abdominal or chest wounds were
found .
Anaesthetic Equipment
Three machines are on the scale of a Field Surgical Team, they are:
a. The portable Medical and Industrial Equipment Ltd. (M.I.E.) Machine with
open and closed circuit. It carries cylinders of cyclopropane and carbon dioxide in addition to the usual nitrous oxide and oxygen.
b. The Epstein McIntosh Oxford (E.M.O.) (Ether, Air) with a Penlon vapouriser
for Halothane.
c. The Haloxair, capable of delivering concentrations of Halothane up to 5 per
cent with air or oxygen. It is usually used with oxygen. This machine was used
On more occasions than any of the others.
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A disadvantage of the M.I.E. Machine \Vas that the cylinders of nitrous oxide and

oxygen were of a very small capacity necessi tating frequent cylinder changes. This
machine was used for the occasional case which required contro lled ventilation and when

maintaining a patient with nitrous oxide/ oxygen following induction with Ketamine.
When dealing with small children it was also useful , and an Ayres T-piece was used or
alternatively the British Oxygen Company (B.O. C) children,' anaesthetic set.
The E.M.O. Machine was not used to any great extent for three reasons. Firstly,

deep levels of anaesthesia were not required ; secondly, a prolonged recovery period
resulted and thirdly, t.here was the postoperative nausea and vomi ting associated with an
ether anaesthetic.

As an F.S.T's purpose in life is to deal with wounded adults endotracheal tubes suitable for young children had to be acquired rather hurriedly from Cyprus. However, we
were fortunate in having sufficient disposable urinary catheters which could be modified
to provide an excellent substitute while awaiting the arrival or suita ble endotracheal

tubes.
One point which comes to mind following our experiences in Jordan is the difference
in role which a Field Hospital can be called upon to play in a situation such as then
existed. We rapidly found ourselves playing the part of a base hospital , accepting cases
from other hospitals instead of just' patching up and passing on' , which is the conventional role of a Field Hospital. If this peace-time ' hearts and minds' role is to be
played again, then I feel certain that additional items of equipment are required in
particular some form of positive press ure ventilator and humidifyi ng apparatus for use
in the intensive care ward,
The use of Kct.mine

I should like to mention briefly the non-barbiturate anaesthetic drug Ketami"e,
which was found to be most useful in our particular situation. Infection was a severe
problem and those patients who had been burned were no exception. It was decided to
place these severely burned cases in a bath of Hibitane so lution, but the majority were
young children who found the procedure unpleasant and painful , particularly wbile
eschars and sloughs were hathed off and attempts made to move and straighten their
limbs. Some attempt had to be made to heavily sedate or anaesthetise them and for this
Ketamine was tried with great success, the drug being given intramuscularily. Tbe dose
range used was in the region of IOmg/Kg body weight. I shou ld add here that one could
only make an inspired guess regarding the patients weight as there were no scales available. Following an adequate intramuscular dose a sufficient level of anaesthesia was
reached in three to five minutes for the patient to be placed in the bath of Hibitane
solution. One member of the staff supported the patients head, while anotber bathed the
burnt areas and gently manipulated the patients limbs. (Fig. 3).
It was found that the patients respiratory exchange was adequate and that they could
maintain their own airway. With the dose/weight ratio mentioned above the patient was
able to sustain the treatment for at least thirty minutes and on average up to sixty
minutes. Postoperative complications were found to be rare. Only two patients vomited

severely postoperalively and one complained of having unpleasant dreams. This was
considered to be satisfactory as the drug was used 51 times on 22 patients. It is considered
that the low number of complications was due to the fact that the average age of the
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Fig. 3, Patient being treated in a bath of hibitane,

patients concerned was on.1y twelve years and also because all patients on which Ketamine

was used as an anaesthetic were allowed to recover quietly and undisturbed.
Conclusion

I feel that the experience gained in Jordan was most valuable for an Army Anaesthetist as one was able to utilise fully the equipment supplied to an F.S.T. and gain
first-hand knowledge of the problems which may confront one under active service
conditions.
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OPERATION SHOVEllER
ARMY HEALTH ASPECTS

'Lieutenant-Colonel!. C. FRASER, M.B."Ch.B., D.P.H., D.tH., D.T.M.&H., R.A.M.C.
Deputy Assistant Director of Army Health, Headquarters, South West District
SUMMARY: . The deployment and work of the' 3rd Division Field Hygiene Section in
Jordan are described. In addition to the anticipated environmental sanitary tasks the
important work of restoring communications within, and the function of, the local Pnblic
Health Service is covered. Comment is made on the establishment of the section, and the
need for local support if major epidemics are encountered is stressed.
Introduction

On the 25th September 1970 just four days after 2 Field Hospital had emplaned for
Cyprus, the 3rd Division Field Hygiene Section was placed on standby for relief work in
Jordan. The Section comprising eight personnel, three Land Rovers and two trailers
each heavily loaded with equipment and technical. supplies fits neatly into a C 130 Hercules' aircraft,' and it was in one of these rather noisy aircraft that we arrived in' Amman
on the 4th October having staged in Cyprus on the previous day.
That day was spent being briefed on what was known of the current situation in
Jordan, and in acquiring civilian type working clothing. This latter activity brought a
look of delighted amazement to the face of the team's Warrant Officer who claimed he
had never before during his service met such generosity.
Prior to our arrival in Amman there was little up to date information on matters of
public health; this was due to difficulties with communications, the confused situation in
Jordan, and priority very properly being given to the treatment of casualties from the
fighting. We knew that there had been three isolated cases ,of Cholera during June and
July and that the normal function of Government Departments including the Ministry
of Health had be,en disrupted.
Bearing in mind the vivid Press and Television reports of disruption of water and
food supplies, break down of public utilities, large numbers of homeless and hungry
refugees, corpses lying around unburied and the ever present threat of epidemics we were
naturally a little apprehensive as to what we would find. 'We were particularly concerned
about our capacity to, cope with the prime worry-namely major outbreaks of Cholera.
Our anxiety was notalleviated by the initial greeting on arrival at 2 Field Hospital which,
suitably edited, was "Glad you have arrived. The doctor in charge of the emergency
convalescent hospital two miles down the road thinks he has a case of Cholera. Can you
help him? " A quick enquiry revealed a lack of bactedological laboratory· facilities and
on clinical grounds only the decision was made, with some. misgivings, that. the case
was not one of Cholera. Fortunately this decision was found correct, but not before
some worrying days had passed.
Th~re were other but less acute moments of worry during the period in Jordan and
in the event the 'Public Health' situation, as far as we were able to determine, was'
reasonably quiet. Several factors contributed to this fortunate state of affairs the most
pertinent being the warm weather which meant the homeless did not have to huddle together in desperately overcrowded conditions and possibly the effects of a mass Cholera
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vaccination campaign which had been carried out in July as a result of the three cases of
Cholera already mentioned. Also there were very few flies which was partly due 'to the
dry conditions and partly, in Amman itself, to the policy of spraying the city with insecticide at six monthly intervals.
Restoration

of Public Health Services

On the morning of the 5th October after discussions with the Director of the International Committee of the Red Cross (I.C.R.e.) and the Minister of Health, it was
agreed that the Hygiene Section should decide its own schedule for work, keeping the
I.C.R.e. and the Ministry of Health infor~ed. This freedom of action in what was at
that time a somewhat chaotic and politically tense situation was most welcome. I personally am most grateful to Colonel A. M. Ferrie, the Commander of the British,Red
Cross Force and who was ultimately responsible for our actions, for the way in which
only the minimum of restrictions, essential for the safety of the personnel, were placed
on our movements or activities.
At this time the civil Public Health Services were not back at work. It was not until
the 8th October that liaison WIth the Director of Public Health at the Ministry was
possible and the 10th October' before co-ordination was achieved between the Director
of Public Health, the Medical Officer of Health for Amman, the Chief Sanitary Engineer
and the Civic Authority. Once these links had been established a policy was decided that
the team would work through the Ministry of Health on any matters, other than purely
domestic hygiene problems relating to the various Red Cross teams. ·The most significant
feature arising from this amicable liaison was that the Ministry of Health once again
assumed its normal executive responsibilities and had the necessary authority to deal
with the various agencies involved in restoring the Public Health situation.
To make the maximum use of the hygiene section's capabilities it was decided we
should
a. Act as a collecting agency for information on health matters. At this time due
largely to the lack of communication, the only" health" information available
came through the various Red Cross Units and even that was unreliable and
somewhat exaggerated.
b. Assist with advice where appropriate.
c. Initiate sm,all scale but immediate measures to deal with health hazards until
the normal services could take over.
d.

Assist the Ministry officials with transport so that problems could be investigated on the spot.
General tasks

The actual hygiene work performed by the Section consisted in the first instance of
carrying' out a busy programme of disinfestation, fly control measures, mosquito larvae
control, and rather a crude disinfection of temporary wards and operating theatres by
means of spraying with Cresol Or " Dettol ", for the various Red Cross Hospitals around
Amman and at Jerash, none of which apart from the United States (U.S.) Hospital had
any facilities~ In addition the section established liaison with two laboratories and ran a
specimen delivery service for clinical material from both 2 Field Hospital and the U.S.
Hospital.
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The highlights of this work were the establishment, with the assistance of the U.S.
Field Engineers, of a chlorinated water, supply for the combined U.S.and British Hospitals; the clearing up, disinfesting and disinfecting of the Government Vaccine Laboratorywhere the animal house had been destroyed and similar work at a large badly
damaged civilian hospital. The personnel of the Royal Engineers took part in these
operations and made a rather sophisticated field apparatus for hot water for 2 Field
Hospital, a number of" bespoke" pairs of crutches and a cradle for a new born infant.!
Assistance was given to 2 Field Hospital with arrangements for refuse disposal, and the
handling and storage of dirty linen, much of which was infected. Laundry was ,flown' in
and out daily from Cyprus and the system worked well.

Water supplies
Somewhat to our surprise we were not heavily involved with watersuppliesejther.
to other Red Cross Units or to the community. Piped supplies had been disrupted in
parts of Amman but there was sufficient chlorinated water available although tankers
were used to a considerable extent for distribution up to mid October by which time the
bulk of the public supply distribution system had been restored. Routine checks were of
course carried out.
Communicable disease
Turning to the question of infectious disease, we were involved with the. Director of
Public Health in following up reports of outbreaks of" gastro enteritis" the implications '.
being that these were possibly Cholera. Three specific investigations were carried out
which fortunately did not reveal Cholera. Laboratory confirmation on the scale required
was not a feasible proposition and in any case due to the practice of treating cases of
diarrhoea with an antibiotic" cocktail" of Neomycin, Streptomycin, Tetracycline and
occasionally Sulphaguanidine the results would have been of doubtful value. In retro,:,
spect all the reports were exaggerated which in the circumstances is' not surprIsing and'
perhaps our most effective function was to calm down the situation.
To give an example the following brief description of. one investigation may be
illuminating. A report was received from the Minister of Health, late on 11th October
that two confirmed cases of Cholera had been notified from Jerash, a small town some
35 miles from Amman. The report had been made by letter by the Governor of the town.
The following morning the Warrant Officer and' myself accompanied by the Director of
Public Health visited Jerash to investigate. There was no telephone communication so a
visit had to be made. The findings were rather surprising in that the cases had occurred
some 18 and 15 days previously. No laboratory diagnosis was attempted or had been
possible, the cases had occurred in a refugee camp some six miles away and had been
diagnosed by a medical student. One man had died, the other recovered. No contact
tracing had been carried out but the local Medical Officer of Health had been consulted
after the event, and was sa,tisfied that the cases were not Cholera ..,The fatal case was ,
thought to have been due to eating cabbage heavily contaminated with insecticide! It is
of some interest that six days later the Governor again wrote to the Minister of Health
repeating his statement about Cholera .although the whole matter' had been fully discussed with him.
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Army Health Aspects

Disposal of the dead
Among a variety of other problems with which we were Involved was the question
of disposal of corpses from one of the more badly damaged areas of Amman.
By the exercise of considerable diplomacy, acting under the aegis of the Red Cross,
the Army Health Inspector in charge of the section, persuaded the civil authorities to
undertake the commitment in a manner acceptable to the religious beliefs of the population. He was able to convince the relatives that this would be done properly and in full
consuitation with them. This was, a further example of calming a rather emotive situation, a factor of importance in much of the work undertaken by the section.
Discussion

The examples given will it is hoped give some idea of the overall nature of the work
carried out and more important a picture of the situation and atmosphere which we
encoul1tered. When one looked in retrospect at the daily' log' of the tasks performed
they seem rather disappointing and unexciting from our point of view, but as far as the
local population was concerned the comparative lack of Public Health emergencies was
a very desirable state of affairs. Despite this the section was fully occupied for some three
weeks. A great deal Of time was consumed in having to travel to investigate problems. 1t
was not possible to save time by using the telephone, as it either was not working or if it
was there was nobody in authority at the other end who spoke English. Once we had
established liaison with the various Jordanian health officials things ran very smoothly
as without exception they were decisive and keen to take up the reins again. In this we
were perhaps more fortunate than other elements of the Red Cross Organisation.
The operation provided very good training particularly for the junior members of
the section who had to deal with,real problems, improvise, and above all think.
The present establishment ofthe Section (a W.O.l Army Health Inspector, 4 Hygiene
assistants and 2 R.E. personnel Ca carpenter and a sheet metal worker) proved correct;
and the Army Health Inspector's technical knowledge and equivalent civilian status
proved invaluable in his dealings with Jordanian officials.
It must however be appreciated that the section has a very limited capacity to carry
out physical tasks and requires the support of the local population, be it military or
civilian, to provide a labour force, transport, and technicians for public utilities, if a major
public health problem materialises. If there had been a requirement in Jordan for support
on this scale it is extremely doubtful if it could have been mastered particularly in the
first week or ten days.
It was hoped to participate in some field work with the Jordan Malaria Control
Organisation but unfortunately the security situation precluded this.
The Army Health part of the relief operation proved interesting, was worthwhile
training and we hope was of benefit to the population we aimed to help.
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U.S. Joint Military Contributions to Countering

Syria’s 1970 Invasion of Jordan
By R i c h a r d A . M o b l e y

AP Images

Jordanian army armored
personnel carriers patrol
streets of Amman after 9
days of civil war against
Palestinian guerrillas,
September 25, 1970

I

n the midst of the Jordanian civil war
with Palestinians during September
1970, Syria conducted a short-lived
armored incursion into northern
Jordan. U.S. leaders, seeing Syrian intervention through the prism of Cold War
politics, responded with extensive military
preparations to intervene on behalf of Jordan’s
King Hussein and prepared to block Soviet
intervention on behalf of Syria. When Syria
withdrew its forces after 3 days of combat
with the Jordanian army, U.S. decisionmakers
not only praised the Jordanian resistance but
also concluded that Syria’s withdrawal was a
victory for U.S. statecraft.
Recently declassified material provides
a richly detailed account of how Washington
quickly developed plans, deployed forces, and
solicited Israeli military assistance in response
to the rapidly developing crisis. The combination of these steps would have allowed U.S. or
encouraged Israeli intervention to save King
Hussein from a potential Syrian onslaught.
Contemporary memoirs, public statements,
and diplomatic cables suggest that several
key international actors involved in the crisis
acknowledged the import of the U.S. military
moves.
A review of U.S. military behavior during
this episode thus offers a case study on successful crisis decisionmaking, military planning, and operational deployments on behalf
of a major ally faced with a sudden threat.
Although set in the context of the 1970s, such
a study is still relevant because it demonstrates
how Washington effectively responded to the
threat when U.S. popular will and military
resources were sorely tested by ongoing conflict in Southeast Asia. U.S. strategy succeeded
Commander Richard A. Mobley, USN (Ret.), is an
Intelligence Analyst for the U.S. Government.
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MOBLEY

U.S. Planning to Defend Jordan
The United States in June 1970 began
updating plans to support King Hussein if
Syria or Iraq attacked. Kissinger had assembled the Washington Special Actions Group
(WSAG), a crisis management team comprising principals from the White House, Department of State, Department of Defense (DOD),
and Central Intelligence Agency in response
to President Nixon’s directive that the United
States update its planning to support Jordan.
U.S. planners were concerned about the size
of Syrian and Iraqi tank inventories, which
far exceeded Jordan’s arsenal of 300 British
Centurion and American M–60 tanks.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) assessed that
ndupres s.ndu.edu

ordered the USS Independence carrier strike
group to move 100 miles off the Lebanese
coast and positioned six C–130 aircraft toward
Turkey.3 USS Saratoga, the second carrier
deployed to the Mediterranean, was then
enjoying a port visit but would be en route
to the same destination by September 15. An
amphibious readiness group was continuing
an exercise on Crete on September 11.4
On September 9–10, the WSAG sought
to delineate the consequences of a protracted
U.S. military operation in Jordan in support
of the king and to assess the force posture
required to deter Moscow should Israel move
into Jordan. On September 10, WSAG meet-

“Black September” in Jordan, 1970
USS Independence carrier
strike group to move 100 miles
off the Lebanese coast
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U.S. leaders in September 1970 were concerned about the role of several actors and their
behavior in three concurrent Jordanian crises,
each posing different planning requirements:
the Palestinian hijacking of airliners to Jordan
(September 6 and 9), the commencement
of Jordanian military operations against the
Palestinian militias within Jordan (September
17), and the Syrian armored incursion into
Jordan (September 20–22). The Palestinians
and Iraq posed the more immediate threat to
King Hussein given their military presence in
Jordan. Planners appeared to treat Syria as a
lesser threat because it had no forces in Jordan
before its incursion. Finally, Washington suspected that Moscow might encourage, if not
militarily support, adventures by its Arab allies.
President Richard Nixon and his
national security advisor, Henry Kissinger,
perceived that Moscow had been trying
to exploit regional unrest throughout the
summer of 1970.1 Kissinger claimed that
Moscow had foreknowledge of the invasion
and later criticized Moscow for not quickly
and visibly urging Syria to stop. Given such
suspicions of Moscow, U.S. contingency planning focused on ways to block a Soviet intervention in the Middle East on behalf of Syria.

given suspicions of Moscow,
U.S. contingency planning
focused on ways to block
a Soviet intervention in the
Middle East on behalf of Syria

ED

Strategic Context

tanks—unlike the Fedayeen militias—would
be vulnerable to airstrikes in the open Jordanian terrain. This concern with redressing the
numerical imbalance and armored vulnerability in northern Jordan probably made
invading tanks key targets in U.S. planning to
defend Jordan against Syrian or Iraqi attack.

M

from an American and a Jordanian perspective, according to memoirs and contemporary
diplomatic messages. How the strategy affected
Damascus is more difficult to determine
because of the paucity of information on Syrian
decisionmaking during the crisis, but the
threat of U.S. or Israeli intervention must have
weighed heavily on a Ba’ath party leadership
that exhibited only lukewarm commitment to
the intervention.
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The National Command Authorities
again focused on Jordan when the Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine hijacked
and flew three airliners there on September 6
and 9.2 In response, Kissinger on September 9
convened the WSAG, which considered, fused,
and recommended diplomatic and military
courses of action for the Jordan crises in
meetings occurring several times daily for the
next 17 days. Following the hijacking (and as
a likely result of the WSAG process), the JCS

ings set in motion the basket of plans that the
United States would turn to during the Syrian
intervention. Kissinger directed the group
to prepare a plan to deter the Soviet Union
if Israel intervened to support King Hussein
against the Fedayeen, to review a contingency
plan for U.S. intervention in order to support
him against the Fedayeen should he request it,
and to determine logistic support for Israel.5
The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Admiral Thomas Moorer, responded that the
issue 55, 4 t h quarter 2009 / JFQ     161
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Yasser Arafat and Jordan’s King Hussein walk to
conference hall in Cairo, Egypt, to meet with other
Arab leaders to sign peace agreement ending
Jordanian civil war, September 27, 1970
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JCS had been updating its contingency plans
for Jordan since June 1970, but warned that
“our first recommendation is that we not get
involved.” If Washington decided to commit
forces anyway, the JCS recommended airstrikes
against ground units and lines of communications.6 A U.S. ground campaign was the least
preferred option given the logistic difficulties—
“a real problem,” in Admiral Moorer’s words—
that the JCS anticipated U.S. forces in Jordan
would encounter. Addressing the challenge of
deterring Soviet intervention, the Chairman
urged forceful measures: “We can’t do it halfway; we have to be convincing. The movement
of one ship or squadron is a feeble gesture that
won’t serve the purpose.”7
The WSAG updated its plans on September 15, with special emphasis on scenarios
that the United States might face in Jordan.8
(Although the WSAG remained focused on
Iraq rather than Syria as the primary external
threat, many of the planning issues would
have been similar for countering a Syrian
armored force.) The WSAG and U.S. Embassy
in Amman assessed that the Jordanian army
could defeat the Fedayeen as long as it did
not also have to fight outside troops. The U.S.
Embassy also judged that the Jordanian army
could even handle the Fedayeen and Iraqi

forces combined. The WSAG observed that
the eruption of Fedayeen violence in other
cities could spread Jordanian forces thin,
however, and pursued options to save the king
should he be unable to deal with the Iraqis.9
The complexion of the crisis changed
on September 17 when King Hussein initiated
hostilities against his Palestinian challengers.
Rather than masking its military preparations, the United States sought to demonstrate
that it could support Hussein and consequently revealed some of its precautionary
military movements in U.S. Government press
releases. The same day, Nixon told reporters
that only the United States or Israel could stop
an Iraqi or Syrian invasion of Jordan. Echoing
the comment he had penned in a Kissinger
memorandum, Nixon stated in a newspaper
interview that day that he preferred that U.S.
(rather than Israeli) forces come to Jordan’s
aid.10 That night, he told Kissinger, “I made
it clear . . . it would be fatal to the king if the
Israelis came in . . . Jordan has to be strengthened to scare off Iraq and Syria. . . . We
also have airplanes to strike. I want Europe
mobilized in readiness if we do. I want to hit
massively—not just little pinpricks.”11
Despite Nixon’s initial views, the United
States and Israel negotiated over the possibility of Israeli intervention several times during
the crisis. They failed to reach final agreement
over which country would pursue what military course of action, however, at least during
the 3-day duration of the Syrian occupation of
northern Jordan. Both retained the option of
air intervention if necessary, and—as Syrian
forces were preparing to withdraw—Israel
advised that it would be prepared to conduct
airstrikes against the Syrians. The Israelis
mobilized forces in preparation for a possible
ground intervention in Syria, although Tel
Aviv steered clear of firmly committing to an
invasion of Jordan.
The U.S. Navy’s reaction to the Jordan
crisis consequently became more robust on
September 17, although staying within the
bounds of a “maximum rational response,”
in the words of former Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Elmo Zumwalt.12 The JCS
ordered a third carrier battle group led by USS
John F. Kennedy to depart the Atlantic Fleet
Weapons Range off Puerto Rico and begin its
Mediterranean deployment a few days early.13
A second amphibious readiness group led
by USS Guam was to complete its loadout at
Morehead City, North Carolina, and depart
on September 18.14

In the Mediterranean, the JCS ordered
USS Saratoga to depart Malta and join the
Independence battle group in the eastern
Mediterranean. The amphibious readiness
group was to remain within 36 hours steaming time from Jordan. Defense Secretary
Melvin Laird announced that the Sixth Fleet
had moved units closer to the eastern Mediterranean, and DOD disclosed that Guam was
ordered to depart the United States earlier
than scheduled.15
As these forces steamed east, the WSAG
concluded that carriers would provide most,
if not all, of the airpower required to support
the Jordanian army, conduct a show of force,
or accomplish a noncombatant evacuation
operation or resupply mission. The Navy had
far more aircraft immediately available, and
WSAG participants doubted that most of the
bases near Jordan would be available for contingency operations. The WSAG concluded
that Cyprus was the only viable base for this
contingency given political sensitivities.
The Air Force would require 7 days to bring
in the supplies and equipment to support
strike operations from there. Even then, the
JCS estimated that the United States could
generate about 50 tactical sorties daily from
there to Jordan—only a 25 percent increase

the United States and Israel
negotiated over the possibility
of Israeli intervention several
times during the crisis
above the 200 daily sorties expected from the
Independence and Saratoga strike groups. The
WSAG concluded that the additional landbased tactical sorties would be of marginal
value, especially because the Navy would gain
the capability to fly a total of 300 sorties daily
when the USS Kennedy group arrived. Consequently, the WSAG recommended that the
United States rely solely on carrier-based air
in its planning to deal with Syria.16
Syrian and Iraqi public threats against
King Hussein between September 17 and 19
raised the possibility that the carriers would
soon see combat. President Hashim al-Atasi
claimed that Syria would “spare no blood”
to help the Palestinians, an insinuation that
Damacus might send forces into Jordan. On
September 17, Radio Damascus echoed this
theme by reporting that the Syrian foreign
ministry had warned Jordan’s ambassador
that the “Syrian revolution cannot remain
ndupress.ndu.edu
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Syrian Incursion Begins
Sunday, September 20
Damascus committed a reinforced division to the Jordanian civil war on September
20, probably in hopes of facilitating a quick
Palestinian victory. The Jordanian army
was making halting progress in defeating
the Fedayeen, and Syrian leaders probably
reasoned that a limited commitment might be
sufficient to tip the scales on behalf of the Palestinians (or at least to help create a safe haven
for them in northern Jordan without triggering Israeli intervention). Syria’s Fifth Division
(including elements of four Syrian brigades
and the Palestinian Hittin Brigade) began
invading northern Jordan at approximately 2
a.m. local time on September 20.18 More than
170 T–55 tanks and 16,000 troops initially
supported the invasion, but Syria declined
to commit its air force even after Jordanian
fighters started to attrite the invasion force.
As fighting continued, the Jordanians
repulsed two armored offensives and reportedly inflicted heavy losses on a Syrian armored
brigade.19 The tanks had crossed near Ramtha
and by 3 p.m. were 5 miles south of there.20
They slowly moved toward Irbid, a Jordanian
city only 45 miles north of Amman and under
Fedayeen control. Complementing the ground
campaign, Hawker Hunter aircraft attacked
the Syrian tanks and set some on fire.21 They
were grounded after nightfall, however, when
at 6:15 p.m. the Jordanians reported that
two armored brigades operating on a broad
front were attempting a third assault.22 British
reporting noted, “Jordan forces are reported as
quote doing badly and they are outnumbered
and undertanked unquote.”23 By 9 p.m., three
Syrian brigades with 215 tanks—the equivalent
of a division—were located near Irbid.24
Fortunately, despite all the Syrian activity, the Iraqi expeditionary force remained
uncommitted. They moved east, presumably
to remain clear of a Syrian-Jordanian battleground. The Syrian 6th Armored Brigade—normally stationed in Deraa—reportedly moved
toward Mafraq. Iraqi officers also asked the
Jordanian air force to depart the Mafraq airfield and fly to the H–5 airfield 75 miles east,
explaining that they did not want Iraqi forces
near the airfield drawn into the contest.
Faced with this rapidly growing threat so
near the capital, King Hussein asked for U.S.
ndupres s.ndu.edu

assistance three times on September 20.25 Zaid
Rifai, the close advisor who delivered the king’s
written request, clarified that Jordan would
accept air support from any country, including
Israel, in his comments to the U.S. Ambassador in Amman. In a telephone conversation
between the Foreign Office and White House
staff, the British also explained that they had
confirmed that the king “definitely requested
[Her Majesty’s Government] to pass on to the
Israelis a request on the Syrian troops which
are massing. The request seems to have been
made first this morning and then at about 1830
Jordan time this evening.”26
The U.S. Ambassador also recommended
that the United States consider an Israeli
“spooking” operation to eject the Syrians from
Jordan. Commenting that “the Israelis are
experts at this,” the Ambassador suggested
that Damascus might withdraw if distracted
by the massing of Israeli forces opposite Syria
and by low-level Israeli reconnaissance over
Damascus. The reasoning was that endorsing
such an initiative would at least “give us something to say to the king.”27 (Amman would
repeat this recommendation the next day,
noting that “escalation of Israeli activity, real or
manufactured signs, Iraqi activity, careful leaks
re contingency plans U.S. and others might
contribute” to a Syrian withdrawal.)28
Faced with all these requests, the WSAG
encountered difficulties making timely assessments given delays in obtaining current tactical intelligence and in communicating with
King Hussein in war-torn Jordan. Kissinger
commented, “We did not possess enough intelligence or targeting information to respond to
the king’s pleas with American forces.” Kissinger asked Israeli ambassador Yitzhak Rabin
to forward a request for the Israeli air force
to fly reconnaissance missions over Jordan at
daybreak on September 21 because the United
States lacked information. The JCS subsequently directed the fleet to develop reconnaissance and strike plans to be used against
the Syrian forces in Jordan. The WSAG even
approved sending a delegation from the USS
Independence to Tel Aviv to pick up last-minute
intelligence from the Israelis on the disposition
of Syrian forces for targeting purposes.29 (The
White House envisioned that this visit would
signal the Soviets that the United States and
Israel were cooperating closely.30 )
The United States also approached Israel
about possible Israeli air and land intervention. Late on September 20, Rabin responded
that Israeli military leaders were not con-

vinced an air campaign would be sufficient to
dislodge the Syrians. The Israelis—who promised to take no action without consulting the
United States—advised that they would make
an assessment after receiving the next day’s
photo reconnaissance reporting. Kissinger
later observed that the United States kept a
careful watch on Israeli actions and noted
that they were moving quietly and calling up
reserves. Within 36 hours of the Syrian incursion, Israel concentrated additional forces on
the Golan Heights.31

Urgent Jordanian Requests for
Assistance
Monday, September 21
The ground order of battle in northern
Jordan still favored Syria on the morning
of September 21. Syria had nearly 300 tanks
and 60 artillery tubes near Ramtha and
Irbid.32 Some tanks had entered Irbid but

the U.S. Ambassador
recommended that the United
States consider an Israeli
“spooking” operation to eject
the Syrians from Jordan
Nixon Presidential Library and Museum

silent or idle about the massacres to which the
Palestine revolution groups and the masses in
Jordan are being exposed.”17

President Nixon in Oval Office, September 25, 1970
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Rifai added that the king’s first preference was for a U.S. strike, but because the situation seemed to be “coming to the worst, the
most important thing was to hit the Syrians
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Washington agreed not to hold Israel
responsible if its actions led to the death of
hostages taken from the airliners that had
been hijacked to Jordan. The United States
explained that it did not know whether King

King Hussein phoned the U.S. Ambassador and asked that he
relay an urgent message to Nixon
In fact, Nixon relented. He had told Kissinger
early on September 21 that he had decided to
approve an Israeli ground action and dictated
a message to be relayed to Rabin.
U.S. Embassy personnel simultaneously
engaged the Israelis in Tel Aviv on the details
of an Israeli intervention. To support its planning, the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) sought
operational information to avoid inadvertently
striking Jordanian units. They warned that they
were beginning to doubt that an air operation
alone would be effective, although it might
have worked 36 hours earlier.39
The Israelis agreed to intervene “in
principle” but awaited answer to their first
battery of questions for U.S. assurances. On
September 21, Washington promised diplomatic support, including the use of a veto on
Israel’s behalf in the United Nations Security
Council.

Hussein would formally request Israeli assistance or establish methods of Jordanian-Israel
communications, although it noted that King
Hussein had repeatedly requested or approved
Israeli airstrikes.40
In particular, Washington cited the
increase in Sixth Fleet readiness to reassure
the Israelis that the United States could act to
prevent Soviet intervention:
We have and will continue to make clear to the
Soviets our support for Israel’s security and integrity and its right to live within defensible borders.
In the present crisis, the U.S. has augmented
the Sixth Fleet; it has also taken other readiness
measures. These clearly imply a decision not
to permit Soviet intervention in the conditions
under discussion. As for specific measures the

ter

Situation deteriorating dangerously following Syrian massive invasion. Northern
forces disjointed. Irbid occupied. This having
disastrous effect on tired troops in the capital
and surroundings. After continuous action
and shortage supplies . . . I request immediate
physical intervention both air and land as per
the authorisation of government to safeguard
sovereignty, territorial integrity, and independence of Jordan. Request immediate air
strikes on invading forces from any quarter
plus air cover are imperative. Wish earliest
word on length of time it may require your
forces to land when requested which might be
very soon.37

now,” according to the American Embassy in
Amman.38
The WSAG continued to investigate the
possibility of Israeli air and land intervention,
despite President Nixon’s earlier reservations.

Naval Historical Cen

remained in groups rather than dispersing
in the city streets. Other tanks remained in
groups outside town. Construction work at
Irbid suggested the Syrians were preparing
to hold it. A Syrian second echelon comprising supply vehicles and bulldozers was
positioned between the Syrian border and
Irbid.33 The units included the Fifth Division
headquarters, two armored brigades, and
one tank battalion. In other words, Syria had
committed as much as a third of the 900 tanks
available between Deraa and Damascus to the
operation. Jordan had a smaller force—three
infantry brigades and 120 to 140 tanks—in
the area.34 Syrian forces continued to advance,
and by 5 p.m. had captured two key crossroads, including an intersection serving as a
gateway to Amman, only 45 miles south.35
Despite successes on the ground, Syria
was also sensitive to the U.S. naval buildup.
On the morning of September 21, the foreign
ministry denied that Syria had intervened in
Jordan and stated that such accusations were
a “prelude for U.S. military intervention in
the area, particularly since the U.S. had been
moving its Sixth Fleet and sending its naval
units to the eastern shore of the Mediterranean
for some time.” The Syrian spokesman then
demanded the withdrawal of the Sixth Fleet.36
Jordan’s requests for assistance continued because the Syrian force was undefeated
and civil war raged elsewhere in Jordan. King
Hussein phoned the U.S. Ambassador at 3
a.m. local on September 21 and asked that he
relay an urgent message to Nixon:

President Nixon with Admiral Thomas H. Moorer, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, aboard USS Saratoga prior to deployment to Mediterranean Sea
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U.S. may take to prevent Soviet intervention,
these would depend on the circumstances and
the situation that exists at the time. We have
contingency plans for these eventualities.41
To bring the point home, DOD that day
announced naval movements toward the Mediterranean and the heightened alert for U.S.
Army units in Europe, the 82d Airborne Division, and supporting C–141 airlift units based
in North Carolina.42 The Kennedy battle group
and Guam amphibious readiness groups continued their Atlantic crossings en route to the
eastern Mediterranean. Kennedy was to enter
the Mediterranean by Friday, September 25.
Two more nuclear attack submarines (Whale
and Gato) were to enter the Mediterranean
between September 25 and 29.43
A message from Admiral Isaac Kidd,
commander of Sixth Fleet, revealed that the
fleet was pondering the tactical implications
of engaging the Syrian armor. Admiral Kidd
warned that it would be “virtually impossible”
to guarantee that the United States would not
penetrate Syrian airspace because some of the
tanks were close to the Syrian border. He also
addressed rules of engagement and prohibited
hot pursuit of enemy aircraft into Syria. Finally,
Kidd admonished his subordinates to ensure
that Navy aircraft did not lead any Syrian fighters back to the carriers after an attack.44

Syrian Defeat and Withdrawal
Tuesday, September 22
The Syrian forces again attempted to
breach Jordanian lines on the northern ridgeline of the Ajnun Mountains and attacked
from Hawara toward Irbid by midday. After
advancing 3 kilometers toward Irbid and AsSarish around 10 a.m. local, they withdrew
after falling under Jordanian tank and artillery fire—behavior similar to that they had
displayed the day before.45 Rifai advised the
U.S. Embassy that Jordan had repulsed Syria’s
attempt to move south of the Irbid/Irbid junction/Ramtha line using tanks, artillery, and
aircraft.46 Hawker Hunter fighter-bombers
continued to attack the Syrian armor in relays
of eight aircraft, with intervals of half an hour
between sorties.47 The small Jordanian air
force—with fewer than 50 Hawker Hunter
and F–104 fighters—ultimately flew as many
as 250 sorties during the crisis.
Airstrikes, logistic shortfalls, and
mechanical breakdowns began to attrite the
Syrian armor, and the Israelis, who had flown
reconnaissance missions over Jordan on September 21 and 22, assessed that the Syrians
would encounter serious logistic difficulty
within 3 to 4 days. (One battalion reportedly
had only 8 operational tanks out of an inventory of 31 due to breakdowns.48 ) By midday
on September 22, approximately 50 of 200
Syrian tanks were inoperable.

Jordan concluded that it had achieved
tank parity with the Syrians.49 Amman had
achieved this through attrition of Syria’s Fifth
Division and by reinforcing its own forces
in the north during the night of September
21–22. An estimated 200 Jordanian tanks
were located in the battle zone.50 These losses
and the shift in the correlation of forces
probably account in part for Syria’s decision
to withdraw from Jordan on the night of September 22–23.
As the United States and Israel prepared
to attack the Syrian invaders, Jordan’s need
for assistance dropped, given its successes on
the ground. The U.S. Embassy in Amman
advised late on September 22 that Amman
had less need of an Israeli ground attack,
although King Hussein still sought external
air support. The Embassy warned that some
Jordanian army units might even conclude
that invading Israelis would be a greater threat
than the Syrians and raised the specter of
a conflict arraying Jordanian units against
those of Israel, Syria, and perhaps Iraq.51
Even a successful Israeli intervention “would
strain the king’s personal standing” with his
subjects and fellow Arabs. The Ambassador
also warned that Israel might attempt not only
to force a withdrawal but also to “so smash
the Syrians that they won’t rise again for a
long time.”52 The American Embassy in Tel
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Aviv similarly warned that the United States
risked being faced with a “large Israeli force
entrenched on Irbid Heights and perhaps
reluctant to leave there.”53
Ultimately, the king was ambivalent
about airstrikes and against Israeli ground
intervention. The Embassy quoted King
Hussein’s response, as relayed through Rafai,
who said the king “prefers action from up
high” (an allusion to the Israeli air option)
and that “if anything is to be done low it
should not be here but away” (a suggestion
that he would prefer Israeli forces invade
Syria, not Jordan). Rifai said the principal
aim was to force Syrian withdrawal because
if they stayed, it would complicate even
further the “job that the government has in
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Amman.” He concluded that, more importantly, Syrian success might “give the Iraqis
the idea that they too can get away with
something in Jordan.”54
Nevertheless, Israel mobilized reserves
and moved the equivalent of a division into
the Beit Shin area, from where55 they could
intervene at almost any point in the Jordan
Valley. The U.S. Embassy, however, also
judged that the mobilization was most likely
precautionary and conducted only to give
Israel the option of intervening.56 The Israeli
government had not taken steps to ready
Israeli public opinion for an intervention in
Jordan.57 Despite the assurances being given
in Washington, the Embassy subsequently
commented that the government of Israel
“appeared neither to feel its security seriously threatened nor anxious to intervene in
fighting.”58
Perhaps also sensing Israeli ambivalence, the WSAG continued to orchestrate
the U.S. military response to the crisis and
ordered DOD to accelerate collection of target
information. It also requested additional
contingency plans: one to deliver equipment
to Israel should it engage the Syrians, and
another to address a breakdown of the Suez
Canal truce while Israeli forces were engaged
in Jordan. The WSAG also reviewed plans
for coping with a Soviet response to an Israeli
attack on Syria.59
With most of the planning completed,
Washington promised King Hussein that
the United States would promptly provide
materiel assistance. By September 22, both
DOD and the Central Intelligence Agency had
developed plans to airlift military equipment
to Jordan. U.S. European Command also
prepared to send U.S. military field hospitals
to Jordan within 11 hours of notification. The
airborne brigade in Germany remained on
alert, with one airborne battalion capable of
arriving in Jordan with only 8 hours warning.
Two battalions from the 82d Airborne Division remained on alert.60
The Saratoga and Independence battle
groups remained south of Cyprus, along
with an amphibious force with one battalion
landing team embarked. The Navy had
committed a cruiser and 14 destroyers to the
operation.61 Kennedy and Guam were to enter
the Mediterranean on September 25 and 26,
respectively. The JCS ordered another tanker
and four destroyers to the Mediterranean to
support the Kennedy, and the United States
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deployed six more P–3s to deal with the
Soviet problem.62

Aftermath
Wednesday, September 23
Syrian forces completed their withdrawal on September 23, when they started to
regroup near the Syrian side of the border.63
In the latest fighting, the Jordanians reported
destroying 70 to 75 tanks,64 but the final
losses reached 135 tanks and 1,500 casualties,
according to subsequent interviews with the
40th Brigade commander.65 The Israelis ultimately assessed that Damascus had lost 120
tanks: 60 to 90 damaged by Jordanian attack
and the rest due to mechanical breakdowns.66
In contrast, Jordan reportedly lost only 16
tanks and an armored car and sustained 112
casualties.67
WSAG members remained concerned
that Damascus might again intervene in the
ongoing civil war to create a liberated zone for
the Palestinians in northern Jordan.68 Talking
points prepared for a WSAG meeting stated
that U.S. and Israeli plans for intervention
were “in good shape.”69 WSAG recommended
that the United States continue to move
additional naval units into the Mediterranean,
and on September 25, the National Security
Council recommended that the Sixth Fleet
retain all augmentees and maintain the
“present state of advanced readiness.”70
Participants in the crisis attributed
the Syrian withdrawal to several factors,
among them changes in Israeli and U.S.
military posture (including the naval surge),
Jordanian military effectiveness, the costs
and risks to Syria of escalation in what was to
have been a low-risk operation, and pressure
Moscow might have imposed on Damascus.
According to a memorandum that Kissinger
forwarded to the President, King Hussein
extended his thanks to the United States and
the Israelis for “an effective spooking operation,” which he felt was a major contribution
to the Syrian withdrawal. He asked that the
United States extend his thanks to Israeli
Prime Minister Golda Meir while advising
that he did not need Israeli assistance.71
Israeli and U.S. participants drew out
similar explanations. Ambassador Rabin cited
four reasons for the Syrian withdrawal:
■■ The United States raised its regional
military posture.
■■ The Jordanian Arab army fought well.

■■ Faced with strong Jordanian army
resistance, Damascus assessed it would have
had to increase its troop commitment to the
campaign—a move that risked confrontation
with Israel.
■■ The Soviet Union pressured Damascus
to withdraw.72

Prime Minister Meir said that U.S.
“political and tactical steps” contributed to
the general deescalation in the region. Moreover, Israel’s readiness to intervene “did not
escape the knowledge of the Syrians and their
[Soviet] military and political advisers.”73
Kissinger assessed that Israel’s obvious mobilization and readiness measures and Jordan’s
unexpectedly strong resistance played major
roles in the Syrian withdrawal. He also criticized the Soviets for not playing a helpful role
during the past few weeks.74
Finally, naval power was probably the
most visible tool the United States had to pressure Syria, although it was just one of many
levers Washington relied on to buttress King
Hussein during the Syrian invasion. The rapid
naval augmentations gave the Sixth Fleet
tremendous striking power—far more than
could be generated by land-based air—within
days of the decision to generate forces. At a
minimum, the augmented fleet might have
been used to deter Soviet intervention in the
crisis, but it also promised rapid destruction
of the invasion force if Israel balked or the Jordanian army had not fought so well. JFQ
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